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ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION ACT
OVERSrGHT, 1981

MONDAY. APRIL 6,49S1

44,

U.S SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTIEON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE,

e CQMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee convened, -pursuant to notice; at 9.30a.m., in
room 4232, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Gordon J.
Humphrey, (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding

Present: Senator .Humphrey
Senator HUMPHREY Good morning.
This hearing of the Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug

Abuse is for the .purpose of reviewing and evaluating the alcohol
and drug abuse education program. -

We ,would like to extend a special welcome to our witnesses
today, many of whom have traveled great distances at their own/
expense to educite the subcommittee on their experiencr with this
program

In the past 2 Weeks, this subcommittee has held two hearings'
focusing on alcohol and dreg abuse in an effort to determine what
Federal and State roles should be in addressing these devastating
problems, AlthoUgh there was never any doubt as to-the serious-
ness of these problems, the hearings have made it abundantly clear
that the costs to society of continued substance abuse are crippling

It is estimated that the economic costs of alcohol misuse and
alcoholism in the United States are at least $43 billion annually
Although this figure attempts to reflect the lost production, health
care exiknditures, motor vehicle accidents, and violent crimes, it
can in no way act as a measurement of family discor,d, divorces,
child neglect. and domestic violence alcohol abuse leaves in its
wake

The statistics on the devastation caused by drug abuse are equal-
ly-shocking The Institute for Spcial Research at the University of
Michigan recently published findings indicating that 65 percent of
all high school seniors in the country 'report using 'some illicit drug
during their lifetime, and 39 percent have used an illicit drug other
than marihuana - .

These figures indicate the level of illicit drug use among young
Americans df high school age is probably higher than in any other
industrialized nat4ora in the world

Illicit drug sales are estimated to be at least $64 billion annually
I know it is unnecessary totell the educators gathered here today
what this underground economy has done to this Nation's children
and its school systems
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These staggering statistics make it evident that we need not
spend time convincing each other that we have a serious problem.
Our purpose here today is to explore possible" solutions. Certainly
the old adage, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,
can ,-be applied to no. more critical an area than that of substance
abuse Effective prevention programs can be the source of our
ultimate solution to the substance abuse problems in this country
.Although numerous plevention programs are currently being im-
plemented at all levels, including Federal, State, _local, and school,
our concern today is with the alcohol and drug abuse education
program

I think it is important in our examination of this program to
take- note of other types of school-based prevention activities and
their relative merits

The. Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Act of 1970 instituted
the program before us today It is my understanding That the
program has evolved in the last 4.0 years with developments in the
field of substance abuse prevention to its current for *i, the school
team approach ,

Tqday we would like to focus on several issues. What has been
the impact of the program on the communities which it has

'served' Is the program indeed preventing drug abuse9 And what
should be the Federal and State role in the continuation of this
and other programs like it

As you know, the administration has proposed placing s pro-
gram in the educational block grant structure, while t use
Select Education Committee has introduced legislation to reauthor-
izethis program as a separate entity It is our purpose here today

explorexplore the merits off' both of these proposals and then to make
our own determination as to the appropriate approach for this
subcommittee to pursue

I am confident that tile witnesses this morning will give us a
better understanding of the program and what its role should be in
the prevention activities of the future.

Our first panel is comprised of Mr Dick Hays. who is Acting
Assistant Secretary for the Office of Educatidnal Research and
Improvement of the'U S Department of Education and Dr Helen
Nowlis, who is the Director of the alcohol and drug abuse educa-
tion program, which we are evaltiating today She has been profes,
sor of psychology and dean of students at the University4f Roches-
ter

Good morning, Dr, Nowlis and Mr Hays May I k that you\
summarize your s tement Your full statement, of tour., , '11 be
included in the .re rd following your oral remarks, but to leave
time for guesti and subsequent panels, would you please make
your best effort to summarize, please

Thank you

STATEMENT OF DICK HAYS. ACTING ASSISTANT SECRETARY,
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND IMPROAFMENT,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. AND DR. HELEN NOWLIS.
DIRECTOR, ALCOHOcL AND DRUG ABUSE, ',EDUCATION PRO-
GRAM -

Mr HAYS Good morning. Mr Chairman.

t;
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Thank you very much for extending an invitation to appear
before your committee today to share the views of the Department
of education in its efforts to combat alcohol and drug abuse in our
Nation's schools

With your permission, I will make some brief remarks'and then
be available to answer enytquestions you may have

Accompanying me today is Dr Helen Nowlis, director of the
Department's alcohol and drug abuse education program, who is
also avAlable to respond to.any questions you may have.

Mr Chairman. I believe wall understand that alcohOl and drug
abase among our Nation's youth is a serious problem Anyone who
is a parent or who has ever worked with children and youth can
attest to this National polls repeatedly; indicate that the problem
is foremost in the minds of parents, a wide variety of data support
these concerns, and the effects oh school climate have captured the
attention of teachers. school administrators, and Government offi-
cials at all levels

The issue today is not whether we recognize that there is a
problem, but rather, what the appropriate Department of Educa-
tion role should be in addressing it

During the past 10 years, the Federal_ Government has assisted
in funding alcohol and drug abuse prevention activities in the
schools The primary objective of the Department's program on
alcohol and drug abuse education has been to develop a local
capacity by the schools to deal with local p,roblems, -using local
resources

Since the midsecenties. the major thrust used to carry out our
program-objectives has been training and technical assistance to
the schools Through a network of regionally based centers, assist-
ance has been provided to States and local school districts to aid
them in defining their problems and the design and implementa-
tion of their igwn self-sustainin,g solutions. We believe that the
program has grown in responsiveness. It has moved frodi the train-
ing of individual schools to utterchsciplinary teams within schools,
to clusters of teams and schools

This past year, the program sponsored regional workshops With
States and local education agencies in order to encourage networks
of coordination, resource sharing and 'regional-baseOrroblem solv-
ing and increased communication .among States in .its 410 year
histomy.the program has reached over 2,500 schools, trained over
10,00(1 'individuals and bas had programs in all 50 'States and
outlying areas

Also, there have..beep instances where local school distrists have
opted to participate in the training program at their own expense
because -Federal dpllars were not sufficient to meet the demand

Undoubtedly. you will be hearing, much today but how effec-
tive this program has been We are. in fact, prdlUd of this record It

witness to the accomplishment of the program and the respon-
siveness of the education community in finding effective.solutions.
The program has, in many Ni;eys, been a model for Federal-local
relations on a oblem which vitally affects education for' the
definition of th problem and the strategies for its solutions are in
the hands of t e who know and understand it best; the people in
the schools. V,

1
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Our role, the Federal role, has been to stimulate local interest
and to assist local districts -to develop effective ways in' which -.-
prevention programs can be accomplished at the State and local
level. We believe we have accomplished this, and we are particular-/ ly proud that we have gone a long way in equipping schools with
the necessary tools to continue ok-their own

Mr Chairman, as yOu know, tEis administration does not believe
that the appropriate Federal .ri5le in education is to continue a
prescriptive, categorical approath for issues which are within the

L.., traditional purview of the States With this basic philosophy as a
backdrop, it must be made- clear that it is not our 'intention to
eliminate this or any other programs included in fhe proposed
consolidation plan Rather, it is our intention to provide, through
unencumbered resources, the support and necessary flexibility to
States Which will enable them toin4ke choices about issues and
the manner in which these will be cartied out

In its claiming, the Department considered the uniqueness of the
alcohol And drug abuse education program Its decision to include
This program in the proposed consolidation plan was based on a
recognition that the severity of 'CT problem of alcohntatid drug
abuse in our schools i& understood by State and locAgovernments;
and that throughput the program's history, mechanisms have been
put in place at the State and local level which equip the schools to
combat the problem It is now appropriate to'permit the States to
decide whether to address this problem and if so, how

Mr Chairman, I trust that you understated that this Administra-
tion is not backing away from the problem of alcohol and drug
abuse, However, we firmly believe that the manner in which pro-
grams dealing with this problem are developed and carried out are.
best addressed by the States and localities We therefore urge you
to support our proposal for grant consolidation and not to seek a
separate reauthorization for this program

This concludes my remarks, Mr Chairman Dr Nowlis and I are
available for your questions

Senator HUMPHREY Thank you, Mr Hays
Dr Nowlis, did you have a statement9
Dr NowLis No I have no statement
Senator HUMPHREY OK
You realize, of course, that some of the people who are o follow

you do not agree with your point of.view on this block grant
business I certainly respect yoq for representing your superiors, if
you will

Let me play the devidvocrte for a moment here. I do not
doubt, frankly, that thi s been a good program, but I want to
explore it a little bit. What evidence is there that this program\is
working' YQU always hear these programs described in the most
glowing terms by the administrakors, as a rule, and those directly
invotved, but oftentimes, the results do not quite match those
glowing descriptions What evidence is there. that -this program
really is worling9 Of course, it is a worth goal, but there is a
difference between having a worthy goal and getting there What
evidence is there that you have gotten there9

Mr HAYS Mr Chairman, I think we have several indicators to
show that the program is working Through the years ,have had

8
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'evaluations Which shov,rus that the approach used .by which Dr
Now lis and her staff has been highly effective In addition, we have
maintained contact with a number of the sites where the programs
have been implemented, and they prOvide us with very sound
reports If I may, I would like to ask Dr Now lis to amplify on this

DrNowus The problem of evaluation, in the classical sense, is
one that has been retti ussince the'very begrinning.of the program
When you are dealing with a complex program A4Ttch is different

j in each site because it is tailored to each site, it is very difficult to
imposcra typical evaluation program

We have urged, trained and assisted local sites to develop their
own evaluation system...and then we get their reports Almost
across the board, schools ha* reported decreases in alcohol 'and
drug abuse incidents. decreases in dr9pouts, decreases in vandal-
ism. and decreases in disruptive behavior

The other factor that makes this program difficult to evaluate is
that we are talking about preventing something We" do not have
actual cases thatwg can count An adequate evaluation has to be a-
longitudinal evaluation And, if we are intervening at-c.the late
elementary. middle school, and junior high school level. then we
hake to track it for 3 to years And we have never had the
stability or the funds to do:that I have discussed this with 'our
etaluation staff I am told that in order to do a good evaluation, ft
would cost more than our total annual appropriation

I think you may have to take the'word of some of the people that
are testifying today. and I can assure you that theirwifierience can
be duplueated,across the country

Senator HUNIPHREN Well, on what scattkare you reaching out
into the country' You inustjust be barely scratching the surface
What numbers are youidealing-with-1-.'-2,500 schools over 10 years'

Dr Nowus There is more than that over a 10 year period, 2,500
schools have been serked since we started this particular approach
Over the rears. we have worked with clove to 5,000,school coming'''
rime, There are 16,000 school districts A

Theoretically if you are seeking a universal solution to this. you
could develop something, disseminate it. and it would work Howev-
er. we know.from our own experience and from the experience of
others that different people are using different-drugs for different
reasons in different communities. and that what is exportable is a
process rather than a product, and it is this process that we have
been invoked in developing and disseminating actively through
training

Senator HUMPHREN So you say that you ha4 not had the funds "%-
to properly evaluate the effer,,which is certainly a'credible asser-
tion Nevertheless, what indications do you have that these teams
continue their efforts C er the training'

Dr NOWLfS We ha e teams that were trained in 1972 and 1973
who are not only still active but have expanded their activities

One of the things that we build in to the school team approach is
what we call training of traners. in other' words, an attempt to
develop at the local level the capacity not only to maintain,,but to
expand For instance, from one team in Reno, Nev trained in
1974, there are now teams in eyery school, from 1 t'eam.to 7'teams
to 15 tearnts in Dallas. there are now teams in almost every school

9-
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As I th you will be hearing from other witnesses that process is
repeated over and over again.

Senator HUMPHREY. 'Well, that is good, and I congratulate you
' for that. But what is the typical experience? In some places, obvi-
ously, these things have really caught fire. But what is typical, in
your opinion? -

Dr Nowus. You have to realize that we are essentially dealing
with an educational process, and as with all education, you have
some A's, some B's, some C's, and some D's. We have a surprisingly.
high, number of A's and B's The great majority of the teams
develop the momentum and the skills that continue, primarily
because we not only train them, but we also provide them with
further additional training and technical assistance over a 2-year
pfixiod ,

One study, completed 4 or 5 years ago, indicatikljthat at least 80
petdent of the teams were still active 11/2 or 2 years later.

Senator HUMPHREY. And that is the most recent study o hat
kind that you have`'

Dr Nowus. We have a study underway right row which s ould
be completed within the next month, We will provide the commit-
tee with a copy of the study when, it is available.

Senator HUMPHREY But your best profesSional judgment is that
the majority of these teams are continiting-to function after, say 2
years.

Dr Nowus Well, we are wortng right now with team's that
were trained in 1977, 1978, and 1980,..and _there are 45Q schools
with active programs

Senator HUMPHREY. Are there any similar programs sponsored
by NIAAA, or NIDA, or the Center for Disease Control?

Dr, NOWLIS Anyone who is interested in prevention has to rook
at the schools. The Department of Education is in a unique position
because we have access and credibility, and we really understand
how schools work and how to work with them effectively. By and
large, the other agencies have gone the demonstration route--,in
other words, they have supported kinonstration prograks and
,then disseminated information about them. We have felt very
strongly that booklets, films, model progriams, et cetera, do not do-
the job because what is really required is a basic change in the way

. schools relate, not only to their students, but to parents and to the
community and'call on resouVes from the community in order to
help them respond to this problem.

Senator HUMPHREY Are there representatives from parent
groups included in these teams when they come to you?

Dr. Nowus. When we had a more substantial appropriatiQn and
,could have teams of seven individuals rather than He, we s cified
that parent groups must be represented, Mogt of the peopl on the
tearis are themselves parents, and wherever possible, we strongly
tecommend that a member of the school board be present, and
they, too, are almost always parents. But, from the very beginning,
part of the training to involve not only parents and parent
organizations, but othfr7parts of the community as well that have,
an impact on or a responsibility in this area.

lu
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Senator. HUMPHREY You mentioned followup, going out to these

people rather than having them come to you. Did I interpret that
correctly?

Dr..Nowtis No we dt) both We, in a'sense, enter into a 2- to 3-

year agreement with the school system. Starting with a cluster of
four schools, we invite five people'per schoolan administrator, a
classrOom teacher, a counselor, a school health educatora nurse
whatever they want to ptit together and; as I-mentioned previously,

wt hope, a school board, member They r5ceive, together with other

. clusters, and this is important because they, need to under'stand
diversity-10 days of residential training. After that, they return to

thet schools with an action plan, tailored to their specific problem

and their resources This is followed by onsi -te assistance whether it

be technical assistance or further training For instance, if part of

an gctionvlan includes peer:counseling, they need more intensive
training in this area than they could get in the 10-day session. So,

the center sends out either staff or special consultasts, d'epenchrig

on the led, to provide the further training and' the technical

assistance
N -

Senator HUMPH REY Well, how is your effort'diVidecl? That is, of

your total budget, .what percentage is. devoted to regional centers,

and the expenses of running them, versus sending people out into'

the field to make contacts?
Dr Nowus, I am quite proud of the fact that the regional

ceniers are probably about, as lean as any could be For instance,
their overhead is 8 percent In this day and age, that is pretty lean.

They have small staffs, and the saaffs are on the road about 20
days out of 30 ,They are hard working and they are dedi ted.

There is virtually no fat in those centersi,,either in terms of rson-

nel or in terms of money
Senato UMPHREY It seems as though I saw in som bdy's.

testimonrThat these are run on a contract basis' Is that c rrect?
Dr NOWLIS Yes
Senator HUMPHREY W.hatdoes that mead? -

Dr, N9wLis We write, a Request for Proposal (RFP), advertise it

in the "Commerce Business Daily," evaluate the proposqs received;

e and then award contracts for 1 year at a time, renevNble for a
max/nip-7 5-year period At the end of the 5 years we recompete.

SerritA 1-WmPHREY Well, what kind of entities are these? Can

you tell us more about that? Obviously, these are not government

, employees, then This is a Qrivate organization, that you contract
with

Dr Nowus The centers are housed prnianly with universities1
.

or with nonprofit organizkions that are loosely affiliated with ,
universities In New York, it is Ad University. In _the South-

east, it is the. University or Miami. In rfiicago, it is a nonprofit
oranization which was originally set up by the_ University of Chi-

cago because they wanted a cehter, but would not compromise on

the percent overhead Originally, in San-Antonio, it was Trinity.
University Now it is a nonprofit group that is a spin off from the,

university
,

Senator 'MPHREY Weil, to go back to an earlier question,
because this is Inual\.a process of education for me as anything
else, so that I can understand this more clearly, what percen ge of,a

11
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40.your budget goes to these outreach programs, where the contrac-
tors leave the centers and go out and make contact again with the
teams and so on, how large a factor is that?

Dr Nowus. Almost all of it: The centers have overhead ex nses
such as rent and office management, et cetera, but the rity of
thoselfunds go for training, technical assistance, and subcontracts
with local school districts that provide for travel, per diem, and
substitute pay, in order to facilitate participation in the program.

Senator HUMPHREY. Do you Anticipate that the regional centers
will be able to continue in their,present form under the block grant
approach? Perhaps Mr. Hays would answer that.

Mr. HAYS. Mr Chairman, this would be up to the States. We do
not have the final specifications of the consolidation proposal, but
as we now understand it, it would be up to the States to decide how,
the money would be spent, and certainly the regional centers could
be maintained if that is the decision of theStates to do so. , -

Senator HUMPHREY But each ,regional center would .apparently
]have to go to the States it, serves, and they would have to coordi-
nate among themselves to 'come up with sufficient funds to keep it
going?

Mr HAYS. Yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator HUMPHREY. And' is there anything to indicate that school

systems will pick up the cost of sending people to these centers on
their own? In the past, I guess there have been a combination of
programs In.some eases, the funds were available from Washing-
ton, apparently, to pay their expenses;in other cases, they were
paid locally or' privately. Is that correct?

Dr. Nowtig. In the past, the majority have been as subcpntracts
to the federally funded regional centers. Thete have been instances
where school districts that were notsdccessful in receiving Fedepi
funds, requested that they fotiy their own expenses in order to
participate This is something thqt we would encourage in the
future, because the n *d is far greater than cah anticipate
supplying

Mr HAYS. I think; as Dr. Nowlis Indicated, that t ere is great
dual of interest Of course, the problem touches the local school
districts, and the people there are very sensitive to those problems,
and I am sure that they will find ways to deal with it, The mecha-
ni§m and the4process have been provided, as indicated, "but when
Federal money has not ben sufficient, some have found alterna-
tive resources. We would expect such programs to continue.

Again, I would note that the administration is not propOsing to
eliminate the program, but is providing more flexibility for the
States and local education agencies to make decisions about how
they want to use the Federal resources that are provided.

SenatOr- HytyleuREy. Yes, I understand But the effect is that the
centersLifItheY.are to continue, will have to be fuckled exclusively
by theStates through these block grants.

Mr. HAYS. Yes.
Senator'llume$tuEv Are there any programs, similar programs,

operating within States? Do any States have programs such as/.hese to which school systems can send teams?
`. Dr. Nowus. A coupl of States have Picked up our model, and
California, for example, is doing much ,the same kind of thing.

1



AboItt_f; or 7 years ago, Minnesota officials said, This is what we
, ant, but we need a lot more of it than you ca provide," so,
,utilizing teams that had been trained previously ancrthen later as

single State agencies were established, Minnesota developecra very
good system that now reaphes most of Its communities

Other StateS have gone along the route to. some extent but then,
a ,new administration establishes new prioritiesTexas Depart-
ment'of-EdEtcation, for instance, was- very active-in the early days
of OUF program tgclay it is uot as we

Senator. HU:N1PHREY. Well, the pram has been in existence for
7 or 8 years? .:°

. Dr NOWLIS The total.pcogram ki.a,,s been in existence ,for just
about' 10' years The, school team approach, however, started in
1974

Senator.HumemtsT s;emlfj.itl.nevel..theless, even since 1974, the
funding levels have been, byTader'al standard, very modest Why
is that? .

Dr Nowus Most people have con-sidered alcohol and drLig abuse
to lite a health problem and have lo'bkedto health -agencies to
respond We have taken the point of view that at least strevention
is a social behavioral prbblem which involves decisionmalving and
peer groups and a lot of other things The majOr support" within -
most if. the previous administrations has been for the health
model I think one of the things that we have tried to do is to
demonstrate that making use of research not just about drugs, but
about learning, growth, development,,; motivation, communication, 1111
and persuasion, and dealing with an institution rather than with a -----
client, enables uk.p be more effective

Now, most adrMnistrations have not agreed with us
Senator Hu:mil-1u OK, that sums it all up Thank you
What about the 25-percent cut under the block grant approach,

-Mr Hays? The rationale In most cases is t-hat 25 percent savings .
will be achieved by elimination of the Federal role Do you feel
that that is likely to be the case here and that the net money
available-for spwling by the States is going to be about the same'

MY HAYS ThriPresiden(s economic recovery plan indicated that
there was an expectation of a 13- to 18-percent savings'in terms of
overhead This, of course, will vary from program to program But
ire do feel there are savings that will be achieved through the.
consolidated grant approach particularly when yob have a number
of very small discretionary grants, which would provide the lati-
tude and fleicibility at the State level to concentrate on a,reas which
they feel are important and to change those priorities from titne to-
time as they see the needs within their states

Senator HUMPHREY. Thank you We have fair panels this morn,*
ing, so I am afraid we are not' going to have as much time as we-
might like to pursue this But thank you very much, Mr Hays for
coming, and,,Dr Nowlis

The next panel is comprised of Mr James D Kazen and Mr
Walter H Hollins, Mr Kazen is director of the programs. regional 1-

cerrter in San Antonio, and Mr Hollins is the director of training
at the San Anton,io regional center

, Good morning, gentlemen Please proceed.

13
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Your eiire tqptimon3i will, of course, be included in the record

following your-ofal remarks.
.10

STATEMENT OF JAMES D. KAZkN, DIRECTOR, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION REGFON VII 41tAINING CENTER, SAN
ANTONIO, TEX., AND WALTER H. HOLLINS, DIRECTOR OF
TRAINING ' -

Mr. KAZEN. I am Jim Kazen I am the director of the region)
training Center in San Antonio, and with me ttiis morning is
Wafter Hollins, wlo is our .director of training for the regional
training center.

We are here, of course, representing our center, but more impor-
tant, 14 believe, representing the five j- egional -cetirers that Dr
Nowlis mentioned that are located in Miami,' Chicago, California,
and New York

I would like to speak candidly. My invitation said that you would
like me to speak candidly about the program, and that has never
bqen, my prbblem, speaking candidly. Wile more speaking diplo-
matically. My father, who,spent a lifetime in pubiic'service, said
that, "It is possible to be right and ineffective at the same time,"
and I think today, we need to be effective- in everything we do,
particularly when we describe a program that is so desperately
needed and has been so cost effective and so,effective in what it
does.

I have been-in this work for 17 years. I started as the youngest,/
member of the district attorney's staff in San Antonio, and they
gave me the great job' of gOing down to tile jail every morning
before the Supreme Court- deeisions and talking twk,the men, and
women who had been picked up the night before, trying to get
confessions. And I was strtick by the factI was going to law
school at night,and doing some teachingI was struck by the fact
that 19- and 20-year-old people had already given bp on life at that
rather young age. And the great majority of cases th t I saw were
drug and alcohol related. '

'It seemed to me that there had to be something t t could work
with these young people, and'I began a search that has taken me
now 'through my adult life, looking for something that works in
this problem. I am not an academic type. I began there. P began
what I thought *as- asvery successful approach. But I find myself

'today' meeting myself coining and going.
st recently, we have launched a new war on drugs in part of

on that I serve, and a man was standing up there, talking
e latest approach in dealing with drug and alcohol educa-

nd when he concluded his-remarks, I went up and I said,
"How do you know that is going to work?"

He said, know 'it is going to work, because I have the words of
an expert," and he started waving this statement. He said, "How
do you know it is not going to work?" I said, "I know it is riot going
to work because, I wrote the statement."

That is how long Vhave been at it, and it is probably a little bit
too long, because I see some of the approaches that we dropped in
the sixties coming back again, people saying, "We have got to have
this; this is the latest way of.doidg things." And I know it does not
work, because it did not work back then.

14
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I have done everything I have sold surveys. I have been in and
out of communities I have taken inhalants off the shelves. I have
been in front, of audiences: I at one time was doing a great job. I
had 1,500 people coming out to hear me talk about driig and
alcohol abuse, and at the end of 4t, I walked up to a priest who had
been working with st,reet gangs for a long time, and I said, "How
am I doing''" He said, "You are doing a great job. If you are trying
to be somebody, you are doing a great job But if you are trying-to
do something,-I do not think you are doing so well." And I thi k
that is the difference between this program and many other thi s

that you are going to hear. It is rather simple, with the i of
drug and alcohol abuse, to besomebody, because everybody out
there is acting helpless, they are frustrated, they are sometimes
angry, they are certainly angry. And it is very easy to come out
and build constituents by talking about simple solutions. What is
more difficult is to put something together that realty works.

I guess my' colleagues and I are frustrated at times, when we find
sbmething that truly does workI started out to be at this pro-
gleam for 2 years, and I have been at it 10 yearsit was just going
to something on the way to somewhere else. I ha've been in 42
States I have been a national consultant to every State, to NIDA,
to NIMH, to NIAA6A, and I have never found anything'that' works
this effectively And the only thing we have ever lacked is a
national priority to say, "Get on, and let's get this job over with."

I hope that the questions today_ pass beyond whether this pro-
gram is just cost effective or actually, do we have statistics
although we have come prepared, I think, to show you that the
program truly does wor4. I was en ouraged by yir letter that
went out to the people who had juMeen trained, asking them to
really tell you does It work. I do not know what the total response

to was, but we got 120 copies of letters that went to you in 1 week,
and I think we could have filled up this room. I had-over 50 calls
from school districts asking, "How do we get out there and testify,
to get somebody to hear that this thing really does work?"

I would like to talk a little bit about the difference between this
program and others. For most of my 17 years, I found myself
reinforcing helplessness I would get up there and 4gy, "Here is the
answer to the problem, if you do these kinds of things," and people
would clap, and I would walk out of the room The difference
between that is that we try to equip local people to look at the
problem not in terms of hypothetical constructs of apathy and_
drugs, but look at the problem and break it down, into operational,
language; what are we dealing with in the community? We are
dealing with people who are abusing drugs, but we are not dealing
with a drug problem, we are dealing with a people problem. And

e try 'and tell the people that if there is something happening in

he r of the world, and you are in Cripple Creek, Colo., you can
solve e problem All you need is the will to do it and some
resou es and some skills, and you can get out there and do it,

Jecau this is not a national problem, it is ntit a State problem. It
begins right here It breaks down in the families and the schools
And you people can doyou can solve this problem, if you get out
there and do it, if you merge your resources, if you take a look of
the problem and decide as a community and as a team that you are

15
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going to'do something about it. It is a breakdown in the sense of
community that results in our being unable to deal with the prob-
lem, and our training really puts that sense of community back, or
tries.to do it. And then we follow up that training for a year. And

was Dr. Now lis Said, some of these teams have been operating since
1972. That is longer than a lot of families stick together And they
wdrit, and they succeed And we have some statistics that I am
going to ask Walter in a minute to give youthat would take up
our entire time if we went school district by school district

But-the important point that I would like to summarize and ask
you to look -at is that we have just scratched the surface with
something that really does work There Are 16,000 school districts
in the United States, and we have probably barely gotten to
1,000not- even 1,000 _Out of the 87,000 schools, we may have
impacted '4,500 directly and maybe 5,000 indirectly by having that
school district.do some internal training by itself, But this problem
can be licked- We are talking ab9.ut a Federal program that sees
the light at the end of the tunnel, and there is not another one
that I have ever been associated with that tan say that

We are talking about a program that, if wetr some resources,
if we hadv.$10 million a yearthrough the fiye regional training
centers, we ceuld impact 16,000 school districts in 3 years and be
through with it, because I think the testimony you are going to
'hear is from school districts that have had intensive training, that
have bought the concept, spread if out within the district, and are

.now dealing very successfully with the priblem, and we do not
Nhhe to go lack there

nd I would challenge anybody to show me-a Federal program
that can .give a timetable' and say, "We would be ,through if we had
the resources no fight the problem

Ware talking about a problem that is more than an education
problem I was Insiting with some friends in the military, some
generals, who were- telling me of the problems with drug and
alcohol abuse in the military Fully a third of the military is
believed to be hooked on drugs g alcohol, And it is understanda-

,because the young people that are coming out of high schools
wifh-^gotivatIonal attitudes and with very low skills, they do not
get jobs, they get into the military .Now they cannot hit a target,
they do not prepare to muster, their uniforms are sloppy It is the
same kind of dynamics

Add we are talking about a program at the $3 milliOn annual
airropriation9-It is relatively absurd when we look at what can be

`done if we hail decent funding.
The other thing that I think we are talking about is, if this thing

.'goes to the block grants, we are talking about the end of a national
'effort, and we are talking about it at a time when private enter-
prise.is just getting very interested in it. At the local level, every-
body meets at the school EverybodY, looks to the school to solve the
kinds of 'social problems nobody else wants to touch And we have
large employers in every one of -these communities who are saying.
"If'there is something that works out fhere: we may consider

'funding that, if the F al Government cannot." We need 1 more
yearito develop, an enter ise educational coalition that can go into
these schools I think if e had that, if we had a national priority,

c'.
No.
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i 'something came out ofthe Congress that said, "We are going to
fund these centers ssand let these centers get out there and do that,-
you wotild see ,some remarkable things happening, -because the
schools could report to those large employers and those large tax-
payers in the communities, and they would Akt out there and help
us solve this problem .,

And again, we are talking about a difference betwwn a S'3 mil-
lion 'appropriation and the SIO million we need cold be raised
right there, but it will not be done on ,a State-by-State basisnot,
because there are not good people put there or well-intentioned
people, but the States in the years I have worked with them nae
not yet gotten together withirsthe States The differences are in
many States. drug and alcohol are twIraliferent agencies Ln some
States, drug and alcohol, health, and law enforcement are four
different agencies that are dealing with the problem They will
never come together in a very short time to deal with this We can
do it at the national level by setting the priorities and then saying
to tile local communities, "Here is a moAl of a cost-effective ap-
proach that 'the Federal Go%ernment is encouraging yoK to take a
look at, and it is a local program The local communities will pick
it up and we can be done with this business in 3 years, within the
lifetime of maigy of us, which I am still encouraged th t we can
solve problems within our:,,Lifetime We talk about eal ationan&
t am going to ask Walter now to summarize some of thlit I am not
an academic type, obviously I do not talk quietly, or anything like
that I do not talk the language But some of these evaluations go
on for Years and years, and when you get through with the evalua-
tion. the only one who reads it is another ealuator I.get very
frustrated with that, because I think we have got the data rig_ ht
there We could look and make some judgments right now ,

One of the -evaluations that went out about the school team
approach years. ago went out at a time where my youngest son was
not born yetwhen they started evaluating the school team ap-
proach He is going to be now I guarantee you..he will be out of
school before the first results come back, whether that school tearri4k
approach ANIirked in 1!fl.--1

It is not pf much use to him ,It is not going to he much use to
me amt what is of u,se to us is that we hale got plenty of data that
a school.distri' before we cake into the community said

IA, d,, not 1,11';A Ahat to do Aith thy- problem iie have kid- committing ,uicidr
tie hale parent- ,ur rock- ail dao, a- the principal I do not know what to do

And after the training and after the technical assistance and
after just a few Months. the communities and the schools are
'say ing

IN., ,,in 1,0, ,T tp,n, re IA, ore oka ike ,!+.1711 make it from here we do not
need .inrnor. M 1p 7u, glee u- a little athite on hos.% to put ,ome trainer.-
together and A, h.1% , ,,,t i'

And I think that is significant I think that is as. significant as
we need to look,at

;The prepared statement of Mr Kazeti follows!

411
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My name is James D. Kazen and I am the Director of the

Begional Training Cente; located in an Anionic, Texas,

funded by the !epa'rtment of gducativn. Our'Center is one
4

of regional centers created in 72%by monies
4-

appropriated under the Klcohol.and Drug Abuse Education

Act. The other regional centers are located in New York
.

City, Miami, Florida, Chicago, Illinois, and Oakland,

California. I apprecitte- the opportunity to appear before

this Committee to provide you with some firsthand Information

on the work of the national training network.

Ina recent press conference, President Reagan called drug

problems facing us internally inO ,

Ouse "one of the gravest
a

.ttAsylOted States." He,lient on to say,'"Whatever we can'

do at thl" level to try and launch a campaign

41at
nationwide...we' hould_do...becausE7; think we are runnijg

4

a risk of losi,ng a great part:of a whole generation if

don't."

I agree with the President's statement and I submit that

we have an effective nationwide campaign alteady functioning.

It 4s a prototype of whatIfederal assistance to local

communities should be. It has the enthusiastic endorsement

of local school admihistrators. ' law Afor.cement officers,

teachers, parents, and student§. It has imparted school

districs in every state of !he titilon. It has reduced the

incidences of drug and alcohol 'abuse in sigols ap.4.in, the

, .
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process energized whole communities to action. Officially

it is known as the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program

and it utilizes.a -.school team training approach to foster

prevention and intervention.strategiesi.in local school

buildings.

The work of training and technical assistance is carried

out through the five regional training centers. Each funded

team receives an intensive training experience which.

facilitates team building, provides infOrMation about various

kinds of approaches to problem solving and transmits skills

to team members that will be necessary for developing and

' implementinf a local action plan. This action plan

conceived during training and supported by the regional

>gaining center through on-site support, is the result of

a teams analyis.of the weds of its school community and

its own r sources in meeting those needs. A partnership is

formed between 41/local'school team and the regional training

center for one year, during which time the center provides

.follow-up,, on-sitesupport fnd field training.' The goal

of such training and technical assistance is to enable the

iical agency to become self-sufficient and develop the

capacity to identify and solve their own problems of drug
4

aid alcohol abuse.

0
;

The.Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program is a prevention

%effort in the finest sense of.that definition, /or it is

entirely focused en theloauses of drug and alcohol'alAee and

o
c-
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not on its symptoms. Ineffective teaching, ineffective

parenting, air ineffective role modeling are some of.thee
-

causes initially addressed by the,school tams. Improving

the school climate, 4aucing pee; pressure, and improving

skills as teachers, counselors, and administrators becomes

a high priority. The problemS of drug and alcohol abuse
4

are Multifaceted and so also are the solutions.

Th7ughoht training participants are invited to consider

that

-- we are not helpless in the face of this problem
4 -

unless we choose to be,

-4
-- a team of individuals of complementing strengths

is more-effective than individuals working alone,

-- good drug and alcohol prevention is really good

parenting, good teaching, and good modeling in

Whatever we're about,

- when a family or a s ool or a cofmunity cannot

solve their own pr lem, it is not likely to be

' solved by govvnme t intervention,. .,

-'... We serve as guides to the young only to the

. / I
t.

extent our .Own rhetoric and behavior is

lionsistent,

-- solutions to probleis of human ihteraction begin

with a'sense of community4

:- each man, each woman, and especially'each child

is capable of fantastic growth, C,
effie44.ively school teams accept and implement, these ideas ..

./'
is best observed in their own testimony. .

x

-la
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The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program is an educa-

tional program in the finest sense of the word. It enables

° . our school administrators to take the risks associated with

-
basic human behavior problems which government and other

institutions cannot assume. It arms the teacher, coach; or

'counselor to face problems of chemical intoxicat4n and

disruptive behavior the lijces of which were not seen, in our

schood.s twenty years ago. Lessons-learneffin this training

will not be found in-college pre-service programs, or

practice teaching courses.

The Alcohol and Abuse gilucation Program answe4 the

popular call, for a,return,tcOasics in education. Before

we can teach reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic we have to

first get the students to the school and get them to class
11.

with their central nervous system unimpaired. A typical

student might say this more succinctly, "We got to get to

class with our head on straight." I think that is basic

/ education. ,

I am not an educitional theorist,but I believe in education
, .

the closeness of students to a good man or womanwes t?e best

we can offer our children. When our children get the very

best and the school again becomes a community of scholars

some amazing things happen, The incidences of disruptive

behavior and alcohol and drug abuse decline dramatically.

As an example of the effectiveness of the program I would

like to'cite a few examples from around the cgoom!.9-

4o.'"

i")
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iccording to the records from the Fort Worth Independent
I!

a School District in Texas, the,school teams operating within

that district have succeeded in reducing drug Aid alcohol

related referrals by

team approach training.

since participating in the schodl

In the Rochester City School District in New York, at Franklin'

High School there has been a 327 decrease in referrals for

drug/alcohol incidents. In the graduating class of 1981,

23 were in danger of not graduating. Through the effoFts

of the school team 18 of those 23 studgpts will definitely

graduate. Prior to the teams' work, 13 students ere

referred for vandalism. Following training there was no

repetition from these students, resulting in a 1007. improve-

went in thte group.

In Chicago's Dunbar High School, prior to training suspensions

Were reported at 3,00 per year.. Following 'raining and the

work of the school team in 1978-79 only 27 students were

suspended and in 1980 the number of suspensions was down

to five.

The Racine, Wisconsin Cluster reported an observable507.

decrease in di/ruptive behavior as manifested by a droviil

discipline referrals. The prevention program implemented

by the team reflected an effort which covered kindergarten

through 12;h grade, impacting the total school population.

N.-
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Jean Farb Middle School in San Dielo, California reduced its

number of disciplinereferrals considerably. According to

school records, the number of referrals is down 15% from

that of the previous school year. School principal, Bill
i

Maain, attributes this'reduction'to the alternative

activities Farb's Project Prevent Team has implemented for

the students and teachers. Following their training, Farb

Middle School has succeeded in obtaining a lower suspension

rate than other schools located in the same area. While

other comparable middle schools reported'126 and 305

suspensions there were only fiye from thf Farb Middle

School for the same time period.

At Madrone .Intermedj.ate School.inunnyvale, California,

the school team program requires teacher, parent,

student participation and focuses heavily en student

attendance. It has resulted in the 'following actual

reductions:

Montt

Absences

79-148 80-81

1 187' 30"
2 142 40 0.1

3 43 13

4 23 2

At the end of the 1979-80 school year, Covington Junior

Righ in Vancouver, Washington had a 20% reduction from the

previous year'in vandalism costs. The school cluster

coordinator has reported that the'number of students being

24
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suspended has also decreased by Approximately 15%,since

the team has been functioning in the school.

At Cascade Junior High.School in Vancouver, Washington the

in-school suspension program instituted by the team after

their training experience resulted in a 600% reduction in

the suspension- rate from school.

South Shore Middle School in Seattle, Washington has been

' experiencing 70% reductions in both suspetsions and

expulsions since the beginning of the 1980-81 school year

as a direct result of team activities.

At Lafayette High Scp.ael in Lafayette, Louisiana, discipline

retkrrals have decreased 53% and drug and alcohol offenses

on campus have decreased a remrkable 80%.

Jordan Inte=ediate SchooL'in Salt Lake City has experienced

a 95% decrease in drug and alcohol offenses on campus, a

98% drop in vandalism, 75% drop in truancy, a 90% decrease

in drop-outs, a 50% drop in discipline referrals, and a 95%
f

drop in criminal arrests.

At Clayton Intermediate School in Salt Lake Cisy,dropouts

have beenlelimineed completely, 'Lying been replaced by

alternative placements. Suspensions have decreased by 35%

and truancy has shown a 507. drop. Alcohol and drug

offenses on campus jnd crimpal arrests have become too

infrequent to maintain figures on them. '' ,

I.
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Adams High School in Portland, Oregon has shown definite

reductions-in the number of suspensions at the school as a

result,n,f their peer prograM.

Offense Years Number of Suspensions

Alcohol 77-78 9

78-79 0

Truancy 77-78 175
78-79 ' 33_

These sample su6cesses in participating schools need to be

placed in some perspective: .There are approximately/87,000

public schools in the United States. Our efforts have been

beamed at the secondary schools and their feeder schools.

Since 1974, with our limited funding level, we have been ,

able to impact approximately 2500 schools directly and

about three tines that numbn"indirectly. Teams,and clusters

of teams have expanded the training to include, as in the
4

case of Dallas and Salt Lake City, every-school within their

large metropolitan districts.

t

As you know, in Fiscal Year 1980, &he national appropriation

'for this effort was down to threemillion dollars, from a

high in 1972 of $5,407,000. Each year we have found our-

selves at the regional centers implementing larger scopes

J

ol work tvrth less resources. Certainly if cutting the rate
41;

.....',...._ r 4
,oflgrowth in federal spending is a goal of this administra-

tion, we are nine year veterans of the cave. Thiprogram

- has succeeded bedause it has developed models of cost

.

.

effectiveness tht.would brighten the spirit of every

auditor.

ti
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' I hope that your questions regarding this program do not
16

stop at the issue of effectiveness, but continue on to ask
.

how such a vital program can afford to be funded at a level

slightly above Metric Educmion and slightly lower than
"Ma

Consumer Education. We may be inconvenienced at times if
forgetting the conversion from gallons to titers, but I

haves yet to see a student die from such a lack of knowledge.

In every region of our country within this school year,

students have commited suicide, students have been assaulted
ti

and a few murdered, and students have lost eleir lives in

alcohol and drug related incidents. 'In my personal

appearances before PTA'l and other school groups, I have

yet to meet a parent desperately suffering about'law related

education,-or career education,incentives. Parents'. chief

concern, borne out in every national poll, is drug abuse

and discipline in our schools. I think it is time for us

to put our'edUcational funding priorities in order. In

th4114yearset a modest funding level of ten million dollars,

this program could reach the 16,000 school districts in the

United States. This is an attainable oar at an extremely

modest cost. At a three million dollar annual appropriation

14 will Cake us over ten years, and if this program is

consolidated and sent to the states in a Bloc grant, it

drill never happen.

In-this day and age when very little seems to function

efAidiently,and effectively, we should all be incensed

\
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end tampering with something that

works. It violates'a very important ruli of thumb aqd_under-

lying profundity, "if a system is workidg, leave it alone."

This would be reason enough for me to leave something alone,

but if additional juqification is required, here are some

more facts tonsider;

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education program has never

been a part of the Elementary and Secondary EducStion

Act. It has had its own ,legislation 'since 1970. The

most recent amendments (P.L. 95-336) mandated a separate

Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education within the

(then) Office of Education.

The Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program is not,

like the standard discretionary program, a giants

program. It provides training and technical assistance

to local school districts across the nation to design ,

and implement loCal programs; to build local training

capacity; and.to,develop state and regional supp- ort

networks.

For the relatively small appropriation of three million

dollars, this program is currently working with 450

schools in 36 states, cuam,azd Puerto Rico. The.same

three million dollars, divided by the 50 states and

territories would scatter the resources,.dissip4e the

impact, and result in a piecemeal approach to ,the

problems with no opportunity for sharing successes,

across the nation.

28
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If President Reagan is correct and an entire gene55p.on,of

our youth is at stake, is this the time to think of including

monies for'the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program in

a Bloc grant to the The word consolidation is

used in reference to unds under this concept and I think-1,t

is a more acceptable term than "killing) although the result

is the same. We are speaking of the possible demise of a

national school program that has been operating since'1974

and is overwhelmingly popular with local school districts

across the nation. Do we have the luxury of more time and

money to launch another nationwide campaign when the data .

clearly indicate there is an effective national program
ti

already functioning? All the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Education Program has lacked for the past nine years is

administrative support and the legi4,ative will to pske

this effort a high national priority.

My colleagues and I have tried faithfully to adhere to

the provisions of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education

Act. Give us the renewed legislation and a new national

priority and we can finish this work through the local

school districts of the nation. I seek a new beginning

with our priorities and rhetoric in` line. I want on

behalf of the regional training centers, the school ems,

local educators, and our nation's children, the greatest

reward for doing this job well -- the opportunity to do

more.
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1 .4Mr. KAZEN. I would like to ask Walter, if he will, to summarize
some of the things, and then be available for whatever questions
you have.

Senator HUMPHREY. All right, th.ank you, Mr. Kazen.
11(r..119Liaris. My name is Walter Hollins, I am currently director

of training for the region VII training center. I would also like to
mention that I was trailed by the region VII training center under
the "Heti) communities help themselves" approach in 1972, I have
served as a, consultant to the center, traveling about the region
working with schools and teams, and in 1976 I joined the staff full

"timeikbanoi one of those people who Dr. Nowlis mentioned who
pen ut 20 days a month in the field.

Before I discuss some of the programs that have been developed
by teams in the region, I would like to share from my own personal
life an anecdote that is appropriate in looking at a flow-of how the
drug and alcohol abuse issues became so large in AtInqica.

The neighborhood I grew up in existed in Shreveport, La.; we
lived in the middle of the block. On the end of the block, there was
an elderly woman in her late seventies, who we affectionately
called "Miss Mary." Whenever my peer group would get togethtr,
a group of guys, we would at times throw rocks at street lamps.
Miss Mary would observe this behavior, call us over and get a
,,switch off a peach tree in her yard, ask us to come up on the porch,
and she would switch us, really whip us, because it was wrong to
throw rocks at street lampsor whenever we did anything out of
place on that particular block, Miss Mary was always there, observ-
ing and watching. And correcting behavior. It was double jeopardy
punishment, because she would always call home to my mother or
my father, and I would get another whipping when I got home.

What happened, though, was that Miss Mary died, and I think a
lot of other, Miss Mary s around the country died, n the incom-
munity policing that Miss Mary and Mr Williams and a lot of
other people like them no longer exists. Kids from my generation
had positive role modelsguardians of community values The gen-
erations that came later no longer had that incommunity'policing
or community role models. With very few saying to kids "don't do
that, it's wrong," drugs got big, and in the sixties, there was an
epidemic, and in the midseventies, it became a greater epidemic,
and what I. see happening now is that because of a lack of Miss
Mary'S serving as intervention agents and as prevention agents,
communities are losing the battle with drugs from the prevention
and intervention side. We still need Miss Mary's or some preven-
tion element

I think now that from a national viewpoint, prevention should be
central. I ,heard your figure of $60. some odd billion. During the
Senate Banking Committee hearing last June, Treasury agents
gave testimony that said over $100 billion in profit was made
through the sale of illicit drugs and substances; $100 billion, sir, is
a lot of mtney And if we as a Nation cannot afford $2 or $3
million for a Federal effort to intervene from a prevention stand-
point in drug and substance abuse issues, we are going to be back
in the sixties, where LSD was commonplace, marihuana was social-
ly acceptable, and pills were consumed like aspirin.

o
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I think through this traini1ng program (ADAP) a lot of programs
in school districts have been developed. I would like to take a little
time, to highlight region VII specifically, and cite some of the
programs that have surfaced that not only relate to drugs and
alcohol, but als&relate to issues of school climate, issues of disci-
pline, issues of self-esteem of students, issues of faculties working
together; because if we are going to view drugs as people-related
problems, then I think a lot of people program spinoffs have oc-
curred as a result of programs that have been developed. by the
trained teams that have gone back to work wilkin their communi-'
ties and schools.

Beginning with Arizonaand I did not brinta lot of statistical
information, but I brought programmhtic information, because I
think a hallmark of the school team approac' is what type of
programs have school-based tears developed that are serving the
schools and serving the communities. I think that it is central to
focus on programs. As numbers can be misleading and manipulated$ to serve self sustaining purposes. However, when programs do ot
'work in school systems, there is normally a tendency to disba d
those programs, in lieu of more successful approaches. Most of t e
programs I will discuss have been in operation for 2 or more years.

In Phoenix, Ariz , the Opportunity Hall concept was establiMed
throughout that school system, where ratherNhan expel students
within the Phoenix Union High School district for disruptive, be-
hhvior, for drug and alcohol abuse, or whatever type of inappropri-
ate behavior, they would place them in the Opportunity Hall pro-

am The Opportunity Hall concept is embodied in the statement
that the program gives the student an opportunity'to review behav-
ior, to shift and to change behavior, so that they (students) will not

-lose the educational services that are being provided This pa
lar program has been in place for the last 4 years I ail the
program can demonstrate that there has been a reduction in the
amount of suspensions and expulsions within the Phoenix Union
High School district

The Phoenitc Union High School district is also in the process of
developing an employee assistance program I would like to note
where the idea initially came from The Fort Worth independent
school district' had in place an employee assistance program and
through networking efforts in the region, members of the Phoenix

,,cluster talked to members of the Fort Worth cluster about how to
go about setting up that particular apprOach-EPAthe school

"'board in Phoenix has now accepted the idea and are in the process
of putting that particular program in the school district.

There is a program of personal and professional grovili which
meets every Wednesday in Phoenix It is a program 'Mat is de-
signed not only to help employees professionally to deal with drugs
and alcohol issues within schools; but it also deals with discipline
and new '5iscipline models It is a voluntary program, which meets
from 6 30 to. 9 30; 30 to 40 teachers are going on their own to get
updated information as to what new models, concepts, etc.,' are
available, to aid students as well as aid thenelve13. 1,),

t. In Little Rock, Ark , there are over 20 trained trainers fro the
trainer concept which Dr Nowlis mentioned. These 20 trainers in
Little Rock, Ark , during the 1978-79 school term delivered over
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1,000 hours off staff development and inservice sessions to school
district personnel +

Central High Schooland most of us ireAmerica are familiar
with Central High School because it received a Ickt,,-of notoriety back
in 1955, 1956, 1957Central High School developed a program 3
years ago entitled "TAILS. Tigers Are Always Interested in Listen-
ing to Students This is a program that helps to bridge gaps
between the faculty members and the Spdents on Central's
campus It is a program that hats helped to allow students an
opportunity o air some of their complaints- and to have faculty
members there present, to listen to the,complaints and to attempt
to mediate dually those issues that the students raise The TAILS
program has been effective; and it is one of the centerpieces that
the teams have gone back and established

Henderson Junior High Scho%I in Little Rock, Ar has Bevel-
, oped a, referral for counseling program. This is w e problem

students are identified. early before treatment or intervention is -
needed, and are referred for counseling.

I In the referral for counseling program that Henderson set up,
there is a specific person who has gone thiough training and
listens to the problems of kids, one on one.. So it Is sort of a
deviation from the traditional counseling approach This is a
person who has been designated by the school who is available to
listen to problems that kids have so they will not be siispendator
expelled from School

.The former cluster coordinator of the Little Rock eluster, who is
now with the 4chool of Social Work at the University of Arkansas,
Little Rock campus, has developed a Mid-South Summer School
Annual Conference wbere people throughout th4 State of Arkansas
conteto get updated information on drugs. alcohol, and programs
that are successful within the region This was a spinoff out of the.
cluster school team approach, where this person left and took a
position with the faculty tU A.L.R but continued efforts to at-
tempt to help others deal with drug and alcohol issues that were
happening in their local communities.

Finally from Little Rock, there is the Club 70 of Parkview High
School. Club 70 is a student intervention effort, where students
have formed idterverition teams and are working directly with
cliques that exist on the campus. Most school campuses have stu-

ff dent cliques SPeeifically from the region I am representing, there
I are cowboy cliques. doper cliques, jock cliques or athlete cliques,

bookworm cliques, cheerleade( cliques, et cetera What the Club 70
does at Parkview High Sch2o1 is try; to intervene and mediate
issues that exist between these Cliques, it has been a successful
approachAttecaue it is the students who initiated this effort They
'formed several'student teams at Parkview to go about solving
problems and help students who would not work with adults

Woodland Park, Colo , which was recently trained during the
1979 fiscal year, developed a program called DARE TO CARE.=
This is a program that directly involves parents within the Wood-

... land Park community, but the program was set up on the school

UALR l niverssty of Arkansas at Little Rock
DARE TO CARE Drugs and alcohol require responsi%e education, change always re-

quires education
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campus. After hours, p Kits can come by and talk to groips (41

teachers and groups of st nts about problems that exist and plan
how they can impact these particular_ problems.

In Wkhita, Kans , the Wichita public school system Was estab-
lished 3 school liaison police program where police officers have
been trained in transactional analysis, and other approaches. to
learn how to communicate with kids effectively rather than using
the traditional cop-student approach, how to use some psychosocial
models in order to impact some of the problerKsthat kids have, and
how to offer drug and alcohol information in a nonthreatening,.
manner. This program has been in existence for about 3 years, and
in talking to the police officers who are part of it, they have
'earthed a lot about students that they probably would not have
learned Students have learned that "cops" can be friends and
helpers.,

I have a whOle list, but I will offer .a few more as Others are:
waitinwto testify ,In Dallas, there is a cadre of over 100 trainers.
Dallas at one point had been the centerpiece of the school -team
approach for the fiation, in terms of what can happen when teams
return home and develop other teams There is a cadre of over 100
trained trainers in Dallas who are doing weekend retreats almEtst
every weekend throughout a school year The same exists in Salt
Lake City, where there is a cadre of over 30 trained trainers and
every weekend their calendar is full, where there might be two or
thre weekend retreats of school faculties learning the school-team
approach of how to solVe problemp

In Fort Worth, -Tex and there is a person representing Fort
Worth here, so I will not say a whole/ lot about Fort Worthbut'
there; too, exists a cadre of trained trainers who periodically will
do weekend retreats, student training, et cetera.

So there is a lot in terms of programs that have been developed
that schools have bought into, and the schools are saying, `.`These
are soite of the programs that. are working."

Senator HUMPHREY Mr Hollins, I am going to have to ask you
to kind of abbieviate it, because there are other people, and I do
not want to cut them short I am not shutting you off. by any
means, if you would just wind it up foi now.

Mr Houncs I will just stop with these programs, because others
are in my written testimony, there are about four pageg of pro- -
grams But I do want to offer sortie of tfletassumptions used during
the training One is, we assume that local people solve local prob-
lems best

What we provide are some skills and some resources and techni-
cal assistance and followup to aufment whatever skills school
teams receive during training, so that they can go back and pat the
local people solve iotal vroblems best concept into operation Local
people solve local prohlerns best

Another assumption that we use is that people'do not fail, plans
do, the centerpiece of our training is the creative-problem-solving
process which we call the action plan And it is ayrocess. it is not
as much product-oriented as it is process-oriented. And when these
school teams leave training, they leave with a product, but they
also leave with a process, so that when they go back home, -ifithe
initial plan fails, they opersite out of that assumption of people do
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not fail, plans do They go back to the drawing board and they
continue to use the planning process until.an effective solution is
developed.

And I think an inkresting assumption that we operate from,
working with school-based teams is this one people take ownership
in things they help create So it is not that we are solving problems
for school districts or for local schools; they are creating their own
solutions programs, strategies, et cetera, to impact their own prob-
lems.

So- t are three of the basic assumptions that'we operate with
and t to get school teams to utilize once they return horde. Then
we me y provide the technical assistance and other followup
servic that are needed in an ancillary way, to augment whatever
school teams are about

I did went to mention one other thing, sir. It is rather important
to me. I alluded to the type of neigtorhood I grew up in where
Miss Mary existed. It was also a nei hood that was a dumping
ground for d8pe I think a lot of communities exist in America in
which minorities live that have bscorrine dumping grounds for dope
and other illicit substances: Not tha represent all minority
viewpoints; I can merely represent mrectnn. But over the years, I
have seen this program work in terms of fostering better relations
on schOol campuses and on school faculties between members who
would identify with a minority group and members who wo
identify with other groups The program fosters communication , it
fosters the development of seffrconcept. If you seriously think about
it, w4at does a kid have to I6ok forward to who is coming from an
area'of blight, who is coming from a barrio, who is coming from a
slum? What does a child like that have to tldok forward to? What
does a child like that have in terms.of heroes or images to look up
to? Ih a lot of communities, the pusher drives'the big car and has
the pocketful of money, and he becomes aThero And there are kids
who want to be like that.

What. this 'program has offered; cornering the enemy that
exists, is it gives a child skills, self-concept development How can I
develop my own self-concept, haw can I find alternative heroes It
gives the child the ability to solve p ems, interpersonal prob-
lems, prolilems related to school, issues, living issues, et
cetera. I think this is somet ing as not been a part of the
traditional curriculum. The bz c,5, the three R's are essential. But

think in today's complex socie , We need to address the issues of
what skills do we need to impart to students so that they can live.
in this complex society that we have created, because we are not
doing anything to detour $100 billion in profit by whoever is
making that particular amount of money and we eed to be about
the business of getting kids skills so t hey wil have the ability
to say .no to drugs, to say no to alc ol, to say no to low self-
concept, et cetera.

I think I hiive taken up too much time, here.
Senator Humismtev. What, makes you say that? You are enthusi-

astic.
Mr HowNs. Well yes, I am definitely that. I wish I could go on

and on all. day and cite the merits of this program, but in summa-
tion,, I think it should be,a national effort--.
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Senator HUMPHREY I am really going to have to stop youhere
andask some questions, sohve can get, to our other panels
. Mr. HOLLINS. All right.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Hollins follows:)

A
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Mr. Chairman and Honorable Senators of the United States

Senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse. Thank

you for this opportunity to testify and to offer some of my 41,

experiences and observations concerning the effectiveness

of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program. My hope

today, due to the sEiousness of the decision before you
A

is that the information I offer will in some way aid you

in determining,a means of funding which will continue what

I and many others consider to be one of the most cost

effective and programmatically effective programs devised._ /.4

and developed by the federal government.

7
My name is'Walter k ward Hollins and I am currently serving

as Director of Tr for the U.S. Department of

Educafton's Region VII Training Center under the auspices

of the Alcohol,and Drug Abuse Education Program. Since

1973 I have been affiliated with the Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Education Program in three different capacities.

First, I was part of a community based team which went

through the early years of training provided by the Region
r

VII Center. The theme of the training during those years

was "Help Communities Help Themselves", thus I am capable

of offering-'infnrmation from_the_perspective of a recipient

of the training. Secondly, I served as a consultant to the

Region VII Zenter, providing technical assistance to

trained community and school-based teams in the tgn state
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region, thus I am capable of offering a perspective about

the effectiveness of the program as an "outsider looking

in" and.finally, since 1976 I have been a full-time staff

member serving as a Trainer/Facilitator, Director of New

Programs, and now as Director of Training, thus I am

capable of,offering infOrmation from the viewpoint of a

professional helper working directly within the system.

As requested by Senator Gordon J. Humphrey, Chairman of

the Senate gubcommittee on Alcoholism and Drug Abuse, I

will limit my comments in this text to two main areas of

concern. First, comments on the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Education Program from the perspective of a trainer, and

secondly, comments concerning the development of t

program and the evolution of the school temMappr ach,

Before rbegin offering. comments concerning the raining

aspect of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education roEram, I

would like to include as part of my testimony letter I
ti4 l,

recently received from the Oklahoma City Public Schools,

(I think the letter will address some aspects of training). '

A

0. 0
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Mr. Wilier Hollins
Center of Fdurmion Develoceent, Inc.

6800 Park Ten Blvd.

Sato 273 South
Son Antonio, Texas 78213

Mlych 24, 1981

/ Dear Walter:

It is often said that you should "Make this a better and a core beautiful
world because you have lived in it."_ (Idaho= City is a better place because

of your recent visit here.
, .

The approximately-forty principals, assistant pi-incipals, gpi coun-

selors, classroom teachers and members of the staff of the superint t have

asked A.to convey their gratitude for your having brought the "school team
process for charge" workshop to our city, and to express their appreciation

for the value.teceived from it.

It was trdversally expressed by these educators that the characar of tSe

workshop represented a method of fulfilling a need in our schools -its format

was logical and easily understood. But it was yam. presentation hat repre-

sented the difference betueen its being just another needed workshop, and a
workshop in which participation was primarily a pleasure, and secordarily an

educificnal benefit. Your knowledge of your subject was thorough and 'it was

obvious that youhave great confidence that schools using cqe process can

achieve success in educational problems resolution.

Several of the schools have formed school tease, applied the process and

developed a product. That is a start. The long range results are ylt to be

determined but the future is promising.

On behalf of the participants of the workshop, please accept my thankl
end further, let us extend an invitation to you to return to OkLahcire City at

any time: You will be most nelson.

Sincerely,

the Middle School Teachers,
Ccunselors and Administrators

of the Oklahoma City Public
School System

YLM:jr
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The text of the 'Oklahoma City letter says-a lot about 'the

reception of the training from local People,. The focal

point or central-focus of the Atcohol and Drug Abuse'

Education Program has been training. ,Training that wou10.

aid in the development of school based people in the

problem solvink:0111s4

colmunication.pkills ,

program development skills such as planning,

. -

community organization, fundraiSingt'and
r

effective,tman.agement

skills in observing and facilitating group

M

process
e

and interpersonal interaction,

development or program,models such as peer

counseling, parent effectiveness training,

peer resource programs, and examples of

coordinated scboorand community activities

implemented by teams that have already /)

developed effective programs after being

.trained by the regional center.'

- skills related to the development of

effective drug and olleohol programs

skills that would lead to the development

of Classrgom and school, discipline models

40
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Besides the'skill emphasii on training, four key assumptions

are usea;

4.

1. People take ownership in things they help create
A

2. Those'who want to, do.

3. People do not fail, plans do.

4.i1 Local people soles' local problems best.

Thual,the training provided by the Region,VII Center is

geared .toward the development afd training of school based

teams of seven members each. School districts send four

teams to training'faiming aycluster of teams. Four teams

with seven members each and one overall coordinator which
.

;

equals the school teamfcluster approach. The assumptions

- . apply accordingly -' the seven member teams duririi training

develop plans of act 4 to impact problemaback%ome,
.

..,
(people take ownership in things they'help create a local

people solve local problems best),' But'the pla qon

arelmore process r ted than prochict related. Therefore,
S

the intent of training is to have the teams return home

with processes whereby if one solution, or program or

strategy fails, they can plan again e action
.

planning process, (people do not il,iplans do) hence the
,--

ort aimed at solving problems is in ractive and proactive.
111/

',With four seams from each school district, rather than one
4

- team, a support'system.is built into the effort.
c
As well

.

a greater chance of dis,tridt-wide impact exists because of

-the nimbe4e of people trained.

41
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5.

The training provided by the center is unique, cost effective, .1

and it works but more importantly, the tenter staffs do not

attempt to solve problems for local people, but offer a

problem solvingprodess, "local people solve local problems

best" especially when they are skilled in certain. processes.

The components of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education,

Program effort can be summed up as follows,
. '

Development of an action plan by school based teams

Direct experience in the acquisition of new. skills

fostered by the "laboratory model" of training, whereby

the new skill can be tried in a re latively safe,

isolated environment prior to a return to the back

home setting

Intensive role modeling on the part of the center

staff and consultants. Highly skilled professionals

who have acquired skills on the front lines,_in most

cases, over six to eight years of work.

kbalance of skill development and personal growth.

Many of the skills aimed at professional growth and

problem solving can be used to enhance personal

growth.

Through the training provided by the Region VII Center

many successful local program have evolved, I would like

'44k

to conclude this section of my test by citing a few or

the successes from Regio

4
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Arizona -- Phoenix Union High School District

1. Established a revised Opportunity Hall program designed

as an alternative to suspensions and expulsions of

students. Program also offers decision making and

problem solving concepts to students.

2. The Phoenix Union High School District has developed
1i

an employee assistance program designed to provide

services to impaired employees within the district.

3. A professional growth program has been designed and

implemented to enhance the skills of employees within

110°
' the district in addressingproblems related to

discipline and substances.

Arkansas -- Little'Rock Public Schools

1. Has trained and developed a cadre of over 20 trainers

who conduct personal' and professional growth 'workshops.

During the 197940 school year this cadre of trainers

conducted over 100 staff development sessions.

'2. Central High School'a TAILS program (Tigers Always '

Interested in Listening to Students) of peer counseling,

designed to foster student - student dialogue-and

teacher-student dialogue

3. Henderson Junior Higb.School's RFC Program (referral

for counseling) designed as an alternative classroom

program.

4. Club 70 of Parkview High School (a stud4nt intervention

geared toward solving problems on campus)
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Colorado -- Woodland Park School District

1. Has initiated the process of establishing a student

coordinating committee which will develop solutions

to student related problems on the high school campus.

2. Dare to Care Program (Drugs and Alcohol Through

Responsive Education and Change Always Requires

Edaation) a community problem solving.effort.

Kansas,-- Wichita Public Schools
.

Has established a school-police liaison program where

Wichita police officers are working directly with

students covering coupseling, awareness of the law,

,

decision making, etc.

Louisiana -- Lafayette Parish School Board.

1. The Cluster has developed an outstanding positive

discipline program which is being extended beyond the

high school into all the elementary schools iri the

parish system. The program was4initlated at Carencro

Hi School.

2. Comeaux High School. TALK Program (Teachers, Available

"

AMP
to Listen to Kinds) designed to open up dialogue

6 .

between students and teachers.

'3. The fnvolvemeneCenter, a parish -wide program geared to

' youth. Focusing on student problems.

F
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a'
Louisiana -- Orleans Parish School Board, Carver Comdex

1. Has developed a program with a training and workshop

emphasis designed to expand the school ream approach

to its feeder schools.

2. Edwards Elementty has. developed a progranventitled

"Teach a Brother, Teach a Sister". The program is

designed to provide role mdds for elementary

children.

as

Oklahoma -- Tulsa County Superintendent of Schools

1. Has developed a program called Street School,primarilr

designed for students with drug related and behavior-

problems.
ti

2. Has developed Tulsa County Alternative School, an

alternative prograM designed to continue the educational

process of students suspended or expelled-for drugs or

behavior infractions at the high school. level.

3. Tulsa Public School Drug Committee, a committee' .

composed of paients and educators who plan and recommend

programs related to substance abuse. -*

a

Texas -- Dallas 1ndepetident School District

1. An in-district training program composed of a cadre of

nearly 100 teachers,, counselors, and support personnel,

providing thousabds of hours of staff development time

designed around-problems pertinent to youth.

2. The establiitalent of the Office of Discipline and

Student Services designed to promote alternative and

optional approaches for troublesome youth.

45
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3. A cooperative school program spqnsored by the'Dallas

County AyenifeDepartment, Dallas Junior League, and

Thdependent Schlep} ,District.

4. DevelopMent ota citizenship curriculum. A curriculum
. .

.designed to address self - responsibility and self-

discipline.

5. A PeAi alcohol and drug education program, utilizing.
A

about 300 high school students who work with students

in the middle schoolcsystem:

Texas Fort Worth Independent School. District

1. An on-going School Board Task Force on alcohol and

at'
drug concerns.

2. An employee assistance program.

'1. A student peer-alcohol education-ciogram.

4. An evening training program for parents of tite school

district, which is designed to halp parents bcome
,

pieventers of drug abuse in the family unit.

°5. Established a drug abuse prevention program in the

alternative schodls for suspended students.' The

program has a 41.11-time drug abuse prevention specialist.

6. An in-district training program witha cadre of 50

trainers who train other district staff ip the school-

team approach.

Texas -- Houston Independent School District

1. Appropriated funds at the loAl level to continue the

crime prevention and drug education program when the

State of Texas discontinued funding.
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2. The Burbank Junior High School team, working in

conjunction with the University of Houston's Teacher

Corps oject has established a, model school climate

approach. )

Texas -- Northside Independent School District, San Antonio

1. Has developed a resource library with information on

drug and alcohol abuse, discipline, personal and

professional growth:

2. Has the $.0.C. Program (Northside Oppo tunitidiCenter),

.designed as an alternative to suspensio and expulsion.

3. Has develo d a media approach entitled "Learning for

Life" Ni appears on Cable Channel 11 weekly.

Utah -- Salt Lake City School District

1. A trained cadre of more than 20 trainers who conduct

staff developments, in-services, and weekend retreats

fot the school districts.

2. ,X-12 Alcohol and Drug Education Program, "Here's Looking

at YoU", designed to provide information and alternatives

to youth in the school, district.

Gentlemen, the program works, the school districts prove

that, the local people suppor.t the effort, if the categorical

grant funding for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse-Education
1

:.'. .

Program is discontiAued one of the most successful programs

in America will die a cruel and unusual death, it will die

because as a program it works and is cost effective.

4'7

$
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The school team/cluster approach has evolved over a period

of time and has been measured and tested against other

approaches attesting to the/(ffectiveness of the effort.

In 1372 the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education effort worked

under the title "Help Communities Help Themselves". Under

L---this concept, seven-member community based'teams were

trained to retprn to their local communities with a plan of

a'on to impact drug and alcohol related problems. The

seven- member teams were composed of various community

elepents, parents, youth, civic Leaders, law enforcement

personnel, professionals, etc. The "Help Communities Help

Themselves" effort proved to be effective in quite a few

cases, but the thinking was that there had to be a more

cost effective, more efficient way ofMaking more of an

impact. The logical questions were asked,

where is the heart of the drug and alcohol

problem?
-op+

where will community's future be impacted

where is the central rallying point of

communities?

The answer was logical, the schools. The local school

systems would be a much better avenue and provide an

existing vehicle for addressing drug and alcohorisiues.

48
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Though the community approach was beneficial, the initial

thought was that by training school based teas the impact

would be greater (it has proven to be). Therefore, in

r'
1974 the training focus shifted from communi ty based teams,

composed of members representing different viewpoints to

school-based teams consisting primarily of school represen-

tatives.

The rationale for the shift in focus is embodied in several

assumptions

A prevention oriented program works best in an instruc-

tional environment.

Current information an and data reflect that youth

are central to the iss es of drug and substance 011ie.

Schools are a microcosm of the total community --

impact schools and the community in turn is impacted.

By working with and through schools the future of

America could be better impacted by providing a by-

product (students) capable of making decisiohs and

solving complex problems (social).

The,School Team Approach has been operative since 1974 and

has served to be the most effective prevention model

designed to this point. Has the "school-team" approach

proven effective? My response to the question is a round-

ing and emphatic yes!

- 81 4
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The approach has prochiced tie following results.

trained school-based teems capable of developing act,ion

plans to impact drlig and alcohol and crime/discipline

13-

issues on school,c4Mpui;es.

development of prevent/ion oriented drug education

curriculums.

development of progrMM models geared toward Students
I

and parents (crosscage tutoring, peer counseling, parent

training, P.T.O. traning, etc.)

skills to assess school drug and alcohol problems.
i

Skills possessed by!teachers, students, and administrators.

trained student teas capable of training other students

and developing plaste of action to impact school or

community related Problems.

team members with Skills in planning and implementing

solutions, programs, strategies, and activities which

are prevention oriented,

trained cadres of School7based trainers capable of ,

training others *ni*usaful approathes, skill development,

and action planning,

a 'plethora of programs has been developed geared toward

problem solving, dOtision making and self-concept.

a proactive planning system capable of addressing issues

besides those of drug or alcohol abuse.

From my viewpoint the effectiveness of the School Team

Approach can-be demonstrated in another area besides results.

Tie fact that the 4prOach has evolved over a period of time

1
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through a trial and error process utiliting logical

concluoions. 4Ie results are hand in glove with the process,

a logical evolutionary process, which has been tested and

evaluated. Because of the Nature of the process itself,

results will be seen in schools and comanities for years

to come.

I would like to offer one final point of infdrmation

concerning the evolution and development of the'Alcohol

and Drug/ Abuse Education Program,.from Publication

NO E 8013800 U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington
%

1980 Department of Education booklet entitle
School Team Approach" comes the outline of the chrono-

logical development of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education

Program.
1/-

4.

1/4

a

TT.

I
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YEAR BUDGET -

15.

FIGURE 1

PROGRAM NAME

FY 72 $5,407,035 HELP COMMUNITIES HELP THEMSELVES

.41 73 $6,513,629 HELP COMMUNITIES HELP THEMSELVES
I

FY 74 S5,838,589 HELP COMMUNITIES HELP THEMSELVES

SCHOOL TEAM PREVENTION AND EARLY
INTERVENTION PROGRAM

'FY 75 53456,899 SCHOOL TEAM PREVENTION AND EARLY

101TEkVEN4411LPROGRAM

FY 76 USOE $1,625,000 SCHOOL TEAM APPROACH FOR PREVENTING
AND REDUCING ALCOHOE AND DRUG ABUSE
AND OTHER DESTRUCTJVE BEHAVIOR

LEAA $1,112,000 SCHOOL TEAM APPROACH FOR PREVENTING

AND REDUCING CRIME AND DISRUPTIVE
BEHAVIOR

FY 77 USOE 51,840,000 SCHOOL TIA/t,LuJILICAPPROACH FOR

PREVENT-ING-ANb REDUCING ALCOHOL

AND DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER DESTRUCTIVE'
BEHAVIOR

LEAA $1,726,000 SCHOOL TEAM CLUSTER APPROACH FOR

PREVENTING AND REDUCING CRIME AND
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIOR

FY 78 USOE 52,000,000 SCHOOL TEAM CLUSTER APPROACH FOR
PREVENTING AND1EDUCINGALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER DESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR

LEAA $ 952,303 SCHOOL TEAM CLUSTER APPROACH FOR
PREVENTING AND REDUCING CRIME AND
DISRUPTIVE BEHAVIDa

FY 79 $2,000,000 SCHOOL TEAM CLUSTER APPROACH FOR

PREVENTING AND REDUCING ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER DESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR

FY 80 53,000,000 SCHOOL TEAM CLUSTER APPROACH FOR

PREVENTING AND REDUCING ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE AND OTHER DESTRUCTIVE
BEHAVIOR

52
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There are two points of interest from the information.

1. Notice if you will the reduction in funding from FY,72

4 to FY 8b - considering-inflation, etc., and taking into

account that the program serves 50'states and several

trust territories, the achievements are remarkable.'

2. Note also that in FY 76 - FY 78, USOE aneLEAA (Justice

Department) worked together to impact` problems using

the school ream approach. Two:federal agencies sharihg

funds, staff, etc., to impact crime and disruptive

behavior. In this case too, the approach proved

effective.

Finally, I'can say very little more about the training and

evolution of the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program.

It has worked and has done the job the legislation

intended it to do, yet here we are again discussing the

death knell of an effective program. The states do not

possess the capability to continue the effort at this

point in 'time. Allow us to continue.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I would state that my heart is

I

heayy, as word has reached the local level that minds are

made up, and that no matter what the nature of the testimony

the funding for the Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program

will be placed in Bloc grants to the states. If that is the

case I would finally offer to you these concluding comments:

. :

The lives
Aof our youth are precious, are gemstones to be

polished'- though we as adults will one day die and perish
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. as fading rays of sunlight to night's dark glow, our vigor:

and essence will ring, out loud through the lives of our '

children and their children. The program I represent at,

best has prepared youth to say no to drugs and alcohol

abuse, to mike decisions and solve problems. These skills

will be needed for the enemy we wage war against, and

indeed it is war an is a fprmidable, enemy, consider this

information from War on Drugs magaZine.

"U.S. Treasury Investigators told a Senate Banlang

Subcommittee hearing June 5, 1980, Chat they had

uncovered large scale laundering of drug money

through Florida banks, confirmtng charges made in

1978 in the best selling paperback, DOPE, Inc

Britian's Opium War Against the U.S The book,

first issued in late 1978 and now about to

A appear in its slcond edition, argued that major

sections If the banking system were handling gloo

billion a year n dope revenues, twice the annual

retail volume o all U.S, auto dealerships, and

all of it in ha d cash."

One.hundred, billion dollars, gentlemen, is a lot of cash

dollars. If indeed t e figures are borrect, the enemy is

great and need not w rry about inflation oc,Bloc grants.

The enemy is prepar d and is willing to spend mone;\to make

money and enslave r youth, your children and mine., to

drugs. Yet we as a nation are willing to say that we/Cannot'

muster up two mi lion dollars to continue a prevention.

54
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oriented program. If the training effort is not continued

as is and is lumped inwith metric education, sex education,

handicapped education, etc., in Bloc grants to states, we

return td the sixties. The sixties, gentlemen, when drugs

flowed in the streets of America like water, the sixties

when VD was O.K., when marijuana was socially acceptable,

enidlls were commonplace.
(

The Ncivember, 1980 issue of Readet's Digest reports the

following,

"The latest (100 National HighiSchool Senior

Survey shows that hot only does'one out of ten

12th graders smoke pot daily, but these daily

users./now average 3% joints a day, and 13 per-
,

cent Of them smoke more than seven joints daily.

of tbe-51 percent who smoked pot at all duripg

their senior year, 43 percent 'aid they agally

stam4igh three to six'hours or more."

gt

If we cannot stop the supply, let us at least A the youth

the skills to solve problems and"to say no to'drugs,

/--44sion making.

-A war is raging,in America, ewer of drugs and alcohol, a
1M

wartwaged*With dollars (billions from the side oi,,the enemy).

A war that take's ambostage the lives of (Ale olildren,28

war that takes as-casualties the families of America, a

war that the enemy is Ifnning. All politics aside, gentlemen

a.
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, of this esteemed Senate, my children are at stake and for

those of yr whahave children, yours are at stake. We

face a 100 b1'1liondollar a year enemy and I hear us say

as a nation that we are not 4 to the task of continuing

a national prevention program. As a-combat-tested program.

I zrge you to carefully Consider your decision and let us

face thrs menace head on, let us not retreat in the face

of a 100 billion dollar foe: Let us strive to maintain

this national focus on preventiOn To me ouqMildren

and our future matter. May God guide you well.*

Thank you!

Senator HUMPHREY What is the name of the entity you repre-
sent? Is it affiliated with the university these?

Mr. KAZEN. The name,of the institute? It is a nonprofit corpora-
tion called the Center for Educational Development, and >the origi-
nal home was Trinity University in San Antonio.

Senator HUMPHREY. I see. How much money was your contract
with Washington for this year?

Mr 'KAZEN. We got a little bit over $500,000 ta do training, and
580 days of tec ical assistance. Most of the money comes through
us to the teams hemselves. We have a staff *of six people that
covers 10 States, give you some idea of what we are talking
about.

Senator HUMP EY. Five hundred thousand2
etre.r. KAZEN. It is a little bit over, I think. I do not have the exact

Senator HUMPHREY. Does that represent all of your funding, or
do you get funding frbm elsewhere?

Mr. KAZEN. Yes, sir, that represents ourtunding. -
Senator HUMPHREY. How many people are involved?
Mr. KAzEri. There are six full-time staff members. When you

talk about a regional training center, it represented by a small
-core group, of which we would be two of the core staff members,
and then there are people who have gone through the program
who have become trainers, who are consultants to us, but they
have full-time jobsthey are principals, they are superintendents,
they are counselorsand we are able to pick up these people and
mass them at any particular point. There are three support staff
people 'find three professionals and t consultants who cover
those 10 Statesand again, when weiffe talking about cost-effec-
tiveness, if you were going to duplicate that by States, you would
need at least five people per State, and we cover 10 Statesyou
would need 50 people to do the job that the six of us are doingright now.`



nator HUMPHREY In practical terms, what do you c4)? What
hap s when people come to your center, and what hpppens when
you go out to providetethrtIcal assistance?

'Mr KAZEN Well, it is divided into two parts- We do training of
the teams that are eligible for funding This year, we will probably
get about 200 applications in, oi which we can only fund four So
we ar talking not necessarily about competritive funding, as much
as eepstakes You know, they have got_ as much chance of get-
t a grant as they do winning a magazine sweepstakes. And yet,

ey keep coming in and saying, We need - So we are talking
'about terrible funding levels.

But we will go into training with the four clusters, each one
bringing four schools with it There will be 23-people in each
cluster And for 10 days in October or November, depending on the
funding, we will have an intensive experience where, for 10 days
and nights, from 7 in 'the morning until 10 at night, we.will go
through the process that Walter was describing, of developing a
team and gibing them a process to develop a plan of action and the
skills and the will to go back and,do the work Starting as soon as
they reach home, we will follow up each one of those teams, of
which there are four to a cluster, with five visits for each school,
although those are minimums and not maximums We have been
to some school districts 30 and -30 times in the schdol year So that
we will then follow them up after their training They will golDack
home knowing more about the problem and knowing where some
resources are and begin- tv set up their programs, and we will come
right behind them

A typical technical assistance day fm- us, with our limited furid-
ingand again, I wish there were some auditors around, and we

-'could it down and talk about how we spread some dollars outbut
we move through maybe two States in a day We will get to
Boulder and n tarta typical day for me several weeks ago was
starting a 7 oclock breakfast meeting with the superintendents.
the chiefs of police, and whatever I would then move typically to a
school building, meet the principal and the counselors, check on
their plan of action, maybe help them do a workshop. have a
luncheon with someone else. travel in the car down to Woodland
Park. which is up into the mountains, go to a superintendents'
board meeting that night. where there are angry parents because
that day, one of the children had emptied a gun into the school
That evening. we have another session, and we begin the next day
That ii-ypically what we do

We fet requests all daNlong in the center, with the support
people taking thei\requests in for technical assistance, and we try
our best to get there

I may mention the point that at $3 million, although We are
wrrting marital:, on how you prt.vent burnout, which this program
has certainly learned-410w to.do that, it is questionable how long
we can continue at that level with thisnumber of people putting in
those hours, and I ask you withoutxxaggerating if anybody thinks
that pole can really stay gone from their Own families for 23
days out of a month Wt- developed a program a few years ago on
how to maintain our own families, because while we were out there

5
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saving the world, our own-families began to get under'tremendous
stress

I went out and did a workshop on how to prevent abuse of
cigarette, consumption in schbols, and came back to find my own
sons had experimented with /heir first cigarettes. So we are talking
about some, very practical things that we have to live with on a
day-lo-day basis, too.

Did I answer the question?
Senator HUMPHREY Yes, you did
You, made an assertion that was rather striking. You said that

with $10 million you could, in a 3-year period gb through 16,000
school districts , or you could pretty well blanket the country, you
claim, and .& throUgh.with it

Mr KAZEN Yes None of us tEtnk we are going to retire in this
work, and 1 am ready to move on, and a lot of us are. It has been a
long time, and it has been a very challenging and rewarding time
But I do not th4nk as centers, we were ever set up to think we were
going to go on forever We do not progress at a ratewhether we
have more.to do or less to do or nothing to do We thought we had
an objective, and we were trying to meet it, and as soon as it is
met, we will go on and do some other things We all have other
things we need to do, also

And I was _last saying that I thinkand I think this figure can
be backed up, if vou would gather some more data Qn ,itthat with
the 16,000 school districts and the testimony you are going to hear,
you are going to hear schobls that can tell you they do not need the
help anymore There is an initial investment with the training and
technical assistance and everything that went into it, and we are
talking about a major urban school district, maybe $10,000 was
spent For that such money, the school problem has got the prob-
lem solved as far as education prevention is concerned That does
not mean there are not going to be children abusing drugs and
alcohol, but the school is able to deal with that, and raise their own
money. and deal with it. without another dollar of Federal money
coming in to do that

I do not think there is another Federal program that can say
that If we had $10 kmilLion, instead of this sweepstakes business
that we are dealing alth now, we could get out there and open it
up to every, major district within these regions and really, we do
not have to train 16,000 school districts. If we hit the major ones,
the Big ones can hit the little ones In the rural areas,-,one grant to
one rural school district has impacted five rural districts by pulling
the rest of them in from the outlying areas That is why it is so
cost. effective. and that is the promise_of this program that very few
programs can state And I am suggesting that the difference be-
tween what the Federal Government can raise and what we really
need to train on a year-round basisour training now takes place
at the beginning of the school yearwe need to be training in the
summer when the teachers are out of school It is also 'bore post
efficient, because w do not pay substitute teachers, they are not
out of school buildfflgs, and so foikh If we had that money, we
could bar through woh this problem within 3 school years. I am
talking about 27 months, if you are dealing with a school year'of 9
mpnths Three years, 4 years, we will be way down the road, and

5!J
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we will have the problem essentially licked And that is what we
are dealing with when people say, "Well, let's send it to the
States It will take the States 3 years to figure out who is going to
do this program It would take them_ 3 years to accumulate the
staffs that are already in place. and maybe 4 years to learn what
they are doing, and I am suggesting we have not got that kinds of
time Whereas, if we left the thing alone, as I put in my testimony,
it seems to me in this day and age when very little works, we have
tot something that works, let us leave It alone, let it wdrk, and-let
us see if it cannot come to a conclusion I think we would find that
it would '

Senator Ht MPHREY You are saying. then, that once you activate
these units in the localities, that they are self-sustaining. that'they
continue, that they replace their members who are lost. through
retirement or whatever, so that once you get them started, they
tend to keep going'

Mr KAZEN They certainly do,'sir They continue leachers move
around from building to building within those school districts But
a, long as the team concept is in place. we have the support of the
Aiperintendent or- whoever replaces- h4m, because_ _superintende n ts
are like managers and coaches in footballwe bring through some
districts fhe and six superintendentsbut the concept is it is a
deliizry system for the decisionmakers of that district, and it is
marvelous concept. and It really does work

HOLL1NS g I might add, sir, at this point, there is another
assumption that used, and that one is that people who'want to
do. do That is what the school team approach is about, that if
someone burns out and gets tired, there is someone else waiting in
the wings Sometimes, it is not even a, matter of recruiting There
are people willing and waiting to join school teams, because there
are a lot of doers and people who have excess energy or extra
energy alioe and beyond the call of their regular school duties.
who want to help solve problems on local school campuses That is
what makes the school team approach so attractive, that there are
a lot of doers who have never had a vehicle through which to
perform Wetoffer at some point. though. an ideal number of seven
to nine members at a time, so there are people who are waiting for
someone to get tired and get of school teams, so that others can -
get on

Mr KAZEN It takes about years for a team, from the time they
are trained. to really mature to the point that they are self-suffi-
cient to the extent that we are talking about But I think you are
going to be hearing some testimony this morning of people who
have done that

Senator III_ MPHRFY What kind of assistance do vou get from
Washing-toe Where did the original program come from' And do
all the regional centeits follow the same kind of format'

Mr KAZEN I think you will find there is a tremendous sirtmlar-
ity One of the adant agts of this program is that the centers get
together sets often We are professionally and personally very
close as a network

'We were testifying before the House, and there was a team there
from Burgenfi -which we had never met If you had heard our
test Imonk" e philosophy and the overview of the program

#14'
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and heard them, you would have thought that they had been
trained ,by us That is how close the relationship is And I think it
is a tribute to Dr Now lis and to Miles Daugherty' and to the staff
at the Department of Education level that this very unique kind of
relationship has been formed It has been a very supportive team-
work from Washington down through these regi41 centers, to the
local districts And again. I said I have been at it for 17 years, and
I have been through every kind of Federal bureaus -racy -I have
never seen this-work in this way before

Senator HUMPHREY Well. OK We would like to submit a few
more questions for you to answer for ,the record. if we, may Unfor-
tunately. there is not time tcfpursUe it right now

Thank you very much I. guess you get the award for coming the
longesistance

Senator HUMPHRRY The third panel is comprised or Mr Harold
Ledford Dr Ledford is currently the director of Federal and State
programs for the Memphis City Schools He has worked in both
Texas and Louisiana. setting up drug prevention programs and will-,
speak to the State role in prevention programing

Good morning. Mr Ledford, and thank you for your patience We
are glad to have you with us today

ST1TEMENT OF' HAROLD LEDFORD, DIRECTOR OF' FEDERAL.
AND ST VF: PROJE('TS, MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS

Mr LEDFORD Thank Noti for allowing me to be here
frly name Ifarold Lk:Kora. I am'curreritiv in charge of

the division of ,Federal and State projects for the Memphis City
Schools That includes 39 different Federally-funded projects that
are from both State and Federal' levels

Additionally, my office serves as the legislative liaison with the
State of Tennessee and with Washington

My interest in being here today is to talk abou this articular
program just for a moment I have been a participant in a training
cycle in 1972 in San Antonio. where-Mr Kazen was the director I
directed a program in the Dallas Independent School District
where we 4ere successful in placing a team in every high school,
middle school, and 31) elementary schools in that area, and I re-
ceived an award from President Gerald Ford for developing a
model fur that program while I was in Dallas

I have served with the Texas Educational Agency in developing
legislation qnd programs that funded drug and alcohol programs
statewide

Recently. I developed legislation in the State of Louisiana, with
Senator Ned Randolph that funded these types of programs at a
dollar per ADA average daily membership, That program is now
being funded statewide

I have served as a consultant to all the regional centers with the
exception of Chicago FOr example. I have been involved in training'
cycle and providing technical assistance to school districts in Oak-

, land. Seattle. Houstog.,. New Orreans; Atlanta, Syracuse, Memphis,
and Nashville

My involvement in this program is consistent with the philos-
ophy that it 'carted with with Dr Helen Nowlis, and that is that if
we train effectively school-based teams and interdisciplinary teams,

6
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that those team, could go back to their school systems and begin to
muster local support and develop programs to Work with problems
such as alcohol and drug 'addiction

I would like to express the concern regarding the inclusion of
this program as a part of the consolidation or block grant program
that is now currently being presented, that has been written, and I
know that the Office of Management and Budget is looking at it
right now I am concerned about the structure of that consolidation
and block progra0i that if this program Were put in that area that
the regional centers would no longer exist.

The reason that I say that partingarthing is that when we look.
at the number of programs thatre being funded at the State
eveltitle I, ESA, 4(ci. career education, impact aid, a variety of
programswe see that the priorities of the States are looking at
prograrhs now that are bringing them not only $45,000 to $60,000,
such as this program would, but bring them $4 and $5'million And
I am curious as to what their priorities might be under the block
program

When we .look at how these particular .programs are funded at
the block level, there is some concern that this is the only program
in education that works with alcohol and drugs that would be
included under the education block grants. There are other alcohol.
and drug fundings under the health block grant, but these pro-
grams are not going to be able to be !mixed at the State level,

according to the Department of Education's consolidation bill So

that would. make it, as .1 saki just, a moment ago, about $45.000 per
State currently

Additionally, I have a concern that has rested in this program
since its beginning It continues to be that at the local level, there
needs to be support The program has tried very hard, to muster
support at the local level and at the State level. and only in
isolated instances have the States really picked up the support of
thin program. The two that I have mentioned are examples of it.

I provided a great amount of technical assistance to the schdol
boards and to the administrations on how local systems could
integrate this into their systems and support teams so that they
would not burn out, which is a continuing problem

Under the block grant. I,do not feel confident that the States
would be able to establish a technical assistance and training pro-
gram very similar to thrs program that has been in existence for a
long time I very much would like to see this proKram continue and
for it to be able to be worked out

The regional centers that tiow exist serve* 7- to 12-State area
with a minimum of 2 or 3 staff by using corisultants in providing
training and technical assistance to those chosen school system&
that are involved with it This seems to be very cost-effective with
33 million If there were more moneys, maybe there would be some
different alternatives that could be examined But with this
amount of money, I believe that a great amount of impact has been

made in a cost-effective way
I am concerned that more schodll districts should be intfreacting

with this particular program and that training and technical as-
sistance should be able to be provided more often to the school
districts and not in such a sweepstakes fashion
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This is the third time that I have tAtified in behalf of this
program My first was while I was in Dallas, and I asked for
essentially the same thingexpanding the program because it was
successful in gaining support and impacting on teacherS and stu-
dents in our system The second testimony was on the staW.vide
system in the area of prevention And I might say that my.efaining
in San Antonio, my work in Dallas, there were a number of teams
in Louisiana. And at that particular time, we were looking for a
way to support those teams, and that was one of the reasons that
the legislation was produced that caused that.

In the third testimony it is important to point out the same
reason that. I am asking for, that this- program has been successful
in affecting the school climate, the decrease in disruptive behaviors
and the skills provided to solve the complex issues facing our
schools today

Although the research has not been consistent that this program
directly reduces drugs and alcohol, it has been successful in identi=
fying the drug problem as a people problem and working on those
symptoms such as self, concept, self worth and accomplishinent,
that school districts can effect. It is very difficult for school dis-
tricts to work in many other treatment areas. beeaiise that is not
their particular role

I believe that this program should continue to be funded, but not
at such a restricted level I am concerned that the concept of this
program continues and that school systems continue to get this
kind of training and support If this program is to be put ,under a
block grant, I strongly urge that the regional centers be continued
to some level to support these States Pri development of these types
of programs and that the States might develop their own programs
so that they can insure State and local support for drug and
alcohol programs I know that that might sound somewhat ambigu-
ous. but as long as the regional centers are working directly with
the locals, it will continue to be hard for the local and the State to
support a program I think it is important that the State:,, the
regional centers. and the locals work hand-in-hand to face such a
complex problem and deal with it Not one set of programs, not one
set of agendas will clearly affect it.

But let me clearly State that I would like to have the regional
centers funded and the program continued, but if an alternative
would provide an opportunity for the programs to expand to many
more school systems andlor a local and State support system, then
I would suggest that the alternative be developed.

Senator HUMPHREY 'thank you. Mr Ledford
You are the director of Federal and State programs, that means

you are involved in a number of --
Mrs LEDFORD Thirty -nine
Senator HUMPHREY fdontinuing]. Various programs I assume

you are the type of expert in State government who is trying to
reach out and find funding sources where-you can

Are there any other programs like this opo:;ifing in the Federal
Government, available to cities, such as yours, anywhere?

Mr LEDFORD Not in the educational sector: Through single State
agencies, through health agencies. maybe Thrc- local communi-
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ty action. maybe. in that particular direction, but not to the-extent,
and -not to the area that this technical assistance can provide

`Senator HUMPHREY _Well, then I assume, with your duties re-
quiring you to overseehow many did you say, 35?

Mr LEDFORD Thirty-nine
Senator fit NiftrixEY Thirty-nine programs You are not intimate-

ly acquainted with the working of this program, in faGt. I guess the
others who are to follow would be better to answer

Mr LEDFORD Well, that iparticuhar department comes under my
program. and I ha%e worked in developing some

Senator HUMPHREY What would the city of Memphis do if this
program is block granted? .

Mr LEDFORD One of the things that happens under the block
'grant proposal,is that the State will develop a State plan, under.
the new proposal that the local agencies will have to now go to the
State for approval of their particular block, which must be consid-
ered with the State goals and priorities If this program put
under there and the State does not pick up this particular prOkram
as a priority. then at the local level what would have to happen,
the school board would have to prioritize our needs, and in this dal;
and age when the education programs are bing cut more than any
particular program in the Government presently. school districts
are losing ..35 to :it; percent

In fact. in Memphis we are, losing $1-1 million in Federal funds
for our school districts next ye,ar Dallas is losing 3-12 million, Los
Angeles is losing 5 million When you talk about those kinds'of
cuts in education ograms, especially in urban areas, the number
of disadvantaged andicapped, and those kinds of problems, then
probably we are looking at is thalPhis program may or may
not be -funded at this level It will be at the wishes of the schr,
system 'and priority, but it will probably be related to what., he
budget cuts are right how ,

Senator HUMPHREY Do you feel that you would' be successful in
petitioning your State officials, legislators. I suppose, to use part of
their educational block grant to contribute to a regional center? Do .
you think you would be successful in that?

Mr LEDFORD I think from the Federal level, in the consolidation
`bill, that if there were some areas that could be tied to this partiCu-
lar program. such as IKnentioned earlier, the regional community,
working with the Statesthe States may consider it, but I believe
just the consolidation bill every :3 years, the State has to come in`
with the program But there are 57 different programs under the
Elementary and Secondary Act going into that consolidation The
locals only have six The State then has 51 different programs that
%Oil be consolidated into a block area

This program funding is essentially the same level as are educa-
tion. consumer education and, considering the significance of the
problem it seems such a minute effort, and I am wondering if the
States would pick up a $45 million program, and what would
happen with that money

Senator HUMPHREY 'thank you very much, Mr Ledford
I Want to preserve the balance of the time to the next rTanel, the

people who work right at the nitty-gritty level, and I am really
anxious to hear from them
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So thank you very much for coming.
The rtext panel is comprised of Ms Dorothy Barrick; Mr Joseph

Kaufman, and Mr. Marvin Boyd.
Ms. Barrick was trained in the fall of 1977, and has been imple-

menting theillikgram since that time. Mr. Boyd is the Coordinator
of Improvement of Discipline and Learnin: ironrsent in Fort
Worth, Tex He was trained at the.Sa onio nter in 1976. He
is a school teacher, administr r, and certified alcoholism
counselor

Mr Joseph Kaufman is s rintendent of schools in Bristol
Township. Pa., and his te- s were trained in the program in
September of 190

Good morning to eac of you, and thank you for your patience
Have you agreed on s. e order of presentation here? "I do not want
to offend anyone W will go from left to right,, Mr Boyd, and
again, so that we have time for questions and discus\...3.,ons,` will you
keep your opening statements as brief as possible?

STATEMENTS OF MARVIN BOYD. COORDINATOR. IMPROE-
MENT OF- DISCIPLINE AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT., FORT
%ORIN INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT,' FORT 'WORTH,
TEX.: DOROTRY -BAR-RICK; COORDINATOR -, TEACHER
CENTER, NASHVILLE. TENN.; AND JOSEPH KAUFMAN, SUPER-
INTENDENT, BRISTOL TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS. BRISTOL, PA.
Mr Bovo Thank you, Senator Humphrey.
My name is Marvin Boyd I am-glad to be here. Our district was

glad to do this I am from Fort Worth, Tex We have about 60,000
students there, and I did not decide to do this on my own The
school system thought it through and realited how serious it is for,
us to cut our Federal spending So we felt this school team program
was important enough that we wanted to come and tag it as a very
significant thing for special considerations.

I am the head of the school teams program, and in fact, all the
preventative discipline and drug programing in the school district.

Since-1976, the benefits of this program, school teams program,
have been so apparent that we have employed; at or own expense,
a staff of five people to do this We have had success in many ways.
For example. in one of our largest schools, in one of our porirest
economic areas, we have had the highest improvement in academic
achievement in our school district from the 9th grade to the 12th
it is not supposed to happen, it is supposed to happen in our
schools with a high economic poptilatkin, but when this,program
was applied, it helped academically

A side effect of this has been that literally hundreds, thousands,
in fact. of employees have gone through thousands of hours of
volunteer training that was inspired through this program.

Now, I know you want some hard data on the reduction of drug
-abuse and I am going to give it to you But first I am going to tell
you a little bit about myself, and the things we are doing In-fact, I
do not even share this with my entire school system, the personal
matter I am about to share, but I think *might be important here
today

Thirteen years ago, April 1. I personally sobered up and dried
out I had been a drug addict and an alcoholic myself I teturried to
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my teaching job in the schools serious because I knew it was going
jit to be-tough to survive So k went down to the psychiatric ward and

started helping other alcoholics and drug addicts. Within a year or
so, I was conflicting educational groups' in nearly every treatment
program in Fort Worth That was before there was-money for this
from the Hughes 1)141

Now, what I am saying to you is that I vyenf into hospitals.and
clinics and psychiatric wards and by helping other chemical
abusers I was trying to not only save my own life, but meanwhile
trying to see what it would take to help our schools deal better
with prevention and education in this area. I was, in 1 hour, in the
clinical setting, dealing in a microcosm of what do you do with a
person, whatdo vou say, and what do you make happen in 1.hour
that should haybeen happening say years before, sy in education
so that such tragedy would never have cotne to pass'

I am talking about a 150-patient-load week...10.y did people have
to stiffer like this' When I came out of that situation, I found that
whatb,re h in drug education in the_schools was simply ineffec-
tive. It w not working So I wrote a book I felt like Noah

-building hi r No- one asked me to write it
But I wrot t And now it is used in- all of our ,schools, and it is

adopted in one. State as well as used in other schools throughout
the Nation

Senator HUMPHREY What is the name of t e k?
Mr BOYD The name of the book is .1 ng on to Better

Living It is a fifth grade book, in which we g .fter the problem,
the temptation to use drugs in the middle schools Also, I did some
educational material for the National Instituteon Alcoholism and
Alcohol Abuse, but the point it seemed to me, you see, is that I am
coming to this issue now from a clinical as well as educational
point of view In fact I still counsel Federal prisoners who commit
crimes after they use drugs We have plenty of those around, and I
am under contract to do. this But the important.thing to me here
today is the school team program and its impact on school drug
problems

I think the school team program has'all-lhe qualities that we
need to deal with this issue as an wstitutional problem Nearly
every professional who is in this areanf prevention will tell you it
is a family problem, a school problem, an institutional problem
This particular program allows us to take the solution where the
problem is None of us really know absolutely the cause and effect
in this area, but we can get awfully close to the causes, providing
that we go to where the problems really are

The solutions are not in Washington You have got your prob-
lems in this area. but the solutions are out there, and the trick, I
think, is to go and do your solving right where the problems are
This is what the School team thing does Actually, there is no
single drug problem' There is no single solution'

But, there are drug problems, and there are solutions These
solutionre unique and what will work in one of our schools
might not work 're another one 6 blocks down the street. Our
approach is to have the people who have the problems to solve
them, because after all they'are the people who will support their
own solutions
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Let me give you a few ideas of what we have done. We have
established 39 school teams, and 15 student teams and, what the
teams are doing is very exciting. We also have a 'school board task
force to upgrade our prevention programing. We have a lot of
community people on that, we have people from pur,agitncies, and
so on, and we nieet sometimes 5 or 6 hours a week. We are
planning (in doing this for at least 1 year.

We are the first school system in Texas to have an employ
assistance programs that helps our own people with personal prob-
lems We say this, we want to be honest about this thing, and deal
witlur adult problems so that we can 'be good models for our own
studarn. We are dealing with our employees' drug and alcohol
problem in our. schools. We tell our employees if they will emerge
for help we will not punish them. We will help them. It used to be
that we would let them die because they were afraid tojignerge for
help

But here are some more programs: I have a person in our alter-
native schools, for suspended students, +ho is a full-time drug
prpvention..pelson_And we have other_ educational prevention iro-
grams Here are some of them that are working very well. rtione
we teach parents to be better preventers. We invite all parents .in
Our district who have concerns about drug abuse, if mama findS the
kids using drugs,.she comes to our meeting; which meets every
Thursday And the program is very helpful to parents. We also
meet with community groups. I am the school's representative to
over 60 agencies that dear with youthful drug abuse, and it is one
of the toughest but most satisfying jobs I.do, to pull this together.
We approve drug abuse curriculum and we have police liaison
teams that do enforcement, we have doubled the size of those. We
have strenthened our board policy on drug abuse. Wp trained 50
trainers to come and do what originalty this Department of Educa-
tion did for 'us, and as I said, we have asstaff now that can keep-the
program going in the schools. 1

Let me tell you what we have been able to do Here are some
statistics The J P Elder Middle School, had a 90-percent reduc-
tion in drug cases as a result of our efforts out there. The school
had been in a crisis situation. Cars had to slow down to keep from
running over students who had been sniffing paint.

After 3 yeats this program is still having a 40- to 50-percent
impact on the situation At Polytechnic High School-eople
went out to one of the school team training programs, came back
and got a 65-percent cut in students' drug offenses and, they still
say this is holding level This next data I discovered getting ready
for this testimony We handle every pupil who is caught doing a
drug offense: and everyone who is arreeed and sent back to us,
through our court-related office Since this school .team program
started in 1976: until now, we have had a 25-percent retluction in-
the number of pupils thast have been processed for dfug offenseS:
We think 25 percent is very significant.

We have had a 9-percent !reduction of student popTation. But,
still a Z5- percent reduction in pupil drug offenses we, t ink is very
high, and it coincides with the efforts of this school team program. .
It is clear that our data shows, that we are doing soniething.posi-
tive and corrective We therefore think that the national program
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should be continued, because it is effective in our school system, we
think it is cost-effective nationally, it fits well into the schools, and.,
it offers strong followup assistance to reduce substance abuse,
while at the same' time helping them to become better schools.

If technical assistance is neededaria there .are other school
systems that need 'help. they sometimes call me I got a call last
week from one that was begging me, down on the Mexican border.
McAllen, please,, can you help us, we will put money into it, we will
do anything Many school systems need this program.

As a professional in this field, and a man wholias lived through
this himself and has had to look desperately for the answers, and
as the head of the school drug abase program in Fort Worth, it is
my opinion that this is a cost-effective, essential program, and we
want to urge its continuation Whatever it takes, I think increased
funding would certainly be indicated - - --

I am one of those who feel that if it does go to the states, that
the program will lose its effectivene1ss We have come too far with
this excellent program to quit now

Thank you
[The introductory statement regarding requested information

and prepared statement of Mr Boyd follows-]

A

1.'
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F Iti WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT

OFRCE FOR E IMPROVEMENT OF DISCIPLINE AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
a

1110 WEST LANCASTER

FORT WORTS TEXAS 74107

April 17, 1981

The Honorable Gordon J. Humphrey
United States Senator
united States Senate
washingtvn, D.C. 20501

Dear Senator Humphrey

As requested I am returning-my transcriptNIAC corrected testimony to you. You also re-
quested a het of four or five programs that we have instituted as a result of the'
Centers training. This was to include the name of the program, what it does, and
what its results are, etc.

In my written testimony to the committee pages 3 through 7. (See attached copy )
1 listed 19 such programs that-have been implemented as a result of our association
with the National Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program. I believe thaeall of these programs
are contributing to the 255 reduction in cases of students' drug abuse that have been
handled in our school system since this program began

Your special attention is called to the School and Student' Team Programs, which are
discussed on page 3 of my written testimony. A three year study indicated that this
Pr.D9ram had redaced drugs on campus significantly.

'he Student-Peer Alcohol Education Program discussed on page.4, has been tested and
found to improve attitudes toward the destructive use of alcii6/10. This program has
been so successful that our S.jhool Board Task Force is recommending its expansion intd
all of our secondary schools It was in three high schools.

the Employee Assistance Program Bich is discussed on page 4 of my written testimony
helps our employees with their chemical abuse problems. This program has received
greater use in our school system than in any of 20 other companies and organizations
,sing the Program in this geographical area.

The drug abuse prevention progrdmming in our alternative schools for suspended students
is multidimensional A full time prevention specialist is used. The design and train-
ing for this program came from the Center. Early data seem to indicate success in
reducing drug abuse through this program The full study will not be available for
another few months

The Drug Abuse Peer-Eddtation Program discussed on page 5 of my written testimidnj in-
volves having 11th grade students take the latest marijuana information to 9th grade
students. ,did this program this year in one high school and the evaluation was
such that,our School Board Task Force has recommended the expansion of the program to
other nigh schools and all middle schools

p
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Jones..

In regard to involving the community in our programming, I would like to call your
/7

attention to the Scnool Board Task Force on page 3, the Parents' Evening Training

Program on page 5, the Community Parent-Peer Support groups on page 5, and the
Placement qf School Reptesentatives on Community and Governmental Boardt on page 6,

In addition this office is responsible to several community advlsory boards

I think that you know.by now that I
believe that this approach to the problem of

substarIce abuse in the schools has merit and that its continuation would benefit

our nation's youth.

iSenator Humphrey, I want to thankwu for the sincere and dedicated efforts that
you are making,to sort this matter out and ctee to a conclusion.

Thank you also for the opportunity to share this program with you and your committee.

.
I am sending you, under seperate cover,a copy or my text book, Turning on to Better

Liven

Please call on me ,ii I can be. of any further help.

Sincerely,

Marvin Boyd
Coordinator

ib
'ends

,
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TESTIMONY BY MARVIN BOYD,COORDIMATOR OF IMPROVEMENT OF DISCIPLINE

AND LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

FOR THE FORT WORTH INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT,

BEFORE THEwSENATE SUBCOMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE

c ON APRIL 6, 1981, 4232 DIRXSEN SENATE OFFICE BUILDING, 9:30 AM

I

Senator cordon Humpnrey an members of the committee: Thank you

for yo-r invitation to appear before this committee. Because the

Alconol and Drug Abuse Educe,$on Act is up for re-authorization

tnis year and because the Fost Worth Independent School District

FWISD has participated actively in the Alcohol and Drug Abuse

Ed.,oetisn Program since July 1976, it seems .1!itting that we accept

your :.,:ration to share with your comm t" our school district's

experlence 44th this program.

I nave seer in znarge of thkericonol and drug abuse prevention

in the FWISD for the gas*_ five and one-talfi years.

:r t' -y certification as a public school teacher and

eon:r.lstrator, : an also a state certified alcoholism counselor

aid ta:e.cond,..cted educational groups for alcoholics and drug

ecAlots y. clir_cal settings for the past twelveyears. In

addit-sr os -7 -'-"'os as a.- .,administrator in the FWISD, I presently

co_dsel f >deral prisoners, probationers, and parolees who have a

tustory of aorg-itt-ng crimes as a consequence of alcohol and drug

an.se. : have also A'...thored a textbook on drug abuse prevention,

-s _Ised our fifth-grade classrooms. Also, it is a state-
.

c ed textr.co< , one state and is used in various schools

0
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througlithe nat tn. In addition, : authored a multi-media

program on drug andealcohol abuse prevention under a National

67

Institute 'oil AlcohotrsmiOnd Drug Abuse grant.

41.

In Decembei d became the administrator of our school system's
so

drug and alcohbl'aise prevention programming. Eight months

liver we participated our first training session with the

National Alcohol and Drug Abuse Education Program. Since 1976, we

have had continual training and consultation with the national

program.

I.
There are no easy answers to drug abuse prevention. To seek only

easy ansmors is to avoid reality. Having good schools is one of

the best means possible of helping the schools to reduce drug abl4se.

However, more specific measures are also regiiiied. A study of

prevention program evaluations in 1271scheocl systems that was

conducted for the National Institute on Drug Abuse
40
In 1978, indicated

iinat m,Itidimensional prevention programs were successful while

single strategy prggrams were not. The study also indicated that

student peers and parents were the highest influence groups for

presentations of s-ch programs.

The programming of the PRISD is multidimensional and seeks to

_tilize student peers and parents to a considerable degree. The

following programs and activities represent our school district's

prevention and intervention efforts that can be largely attributed

71
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IF

to training and consultation with the national Alcohol and Drug

Abuse Education Program:

1. The FWISD established 38 school teams and 15 student teams.

These school and student teams implement `activities designed

to improve school oonditions in order to enhance the

welli-being of students. Data is available to indicate

that discipline problems have reduced and academic achieve-
.' AP

ment has incinsed. A three-year study indicates that

drugs available on campus have reduced. When this program

was used at he J. P. Elder Middle School, school records

showed that drug abuse,cases handled in the school office

reduced by 90%. The principal at Eider, three years later,

attributed a 40% to 50% reduction in drug abuse problems

tc these efforts. Polytechnic Higt School implemented a

'Clean Sweeps drug abuse prevention program as a result-of

the national training and reported a 75% cut in the amount

of drag offenses handled by the school. This program

l'hvolved actual apprehension of users and pushers in areas

in and around the school, that were known to be high in drug

abuse activity. Two years later the principal reported

the frequency of drug problems reduced from one to two a

week, to one to two a semester.

2. The FW:SD established a school board task forme on alcohol

and drug concerns. This task force was authorized by the f

school board to determine the extent of drug problems and

4)7..
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to recommend possIble act Ion. The committee meets two

noars a week; It consIsts of ..oltIzens s as parents,

educators, social agency professIonals, arcottcs officers,

buslness leaders, religious leaders, a. professionals In

the field of substance abuse. F1. by this task force *.n..11

be .sed to contuaz to sr-grade .*.g and alcohol aimme preventr.ca

In the system.

3. The'FWISD established an Employee Assistance Program.

:'his rovam offers free and confidentlal referral counseling

to employees of the school system who are experiencing

persona, oblems Includulg alcohol and drug abuse.
11

The F'IST, es- lIshed a studeat-peer alcohol educatIon

program. Ths program _rains high school students to teach

alocnol abase prevention in m..ddle school sclence classrocms.

5. The FwISD emolcveed at dIstrict exoense a staff of five

Fecp:a to Irplement this orogrammIng. The Improvement of

:IscIpl:_ne and LearnIng EnvIronment's staff Is charged with

_-prov.ng c-scipline incladIng the reduction of alcohol

sr'd dr%g abase among stadents in 'tee schools.

The FW:S= established a d_ -up abuse prevention program in

car alternative schools for suspended stadents wnich includes

a fall -time drag abuse prevention specialist. ThIs,program

tarrItil on st..dents anb have been saspended from school for

disciplinary reasons inclading drug abuse. Such students

can attend one of taree sonools designed to help tnem

reaabilitate while maintaining academlo progress. A drug

abase prevention'specialast gives special #40pation to

op
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students with chemucal problems and helps direct a total

program designed to help students to become drug free and

to re-enter the regular school progrkm.

The FWISD began a drug abdse peer-education program

designed to encourage students to be 'drug free.' This

pro,:ramtrains eleventh-grade students to present recent

information on the destructiveness of marijuana use to

ninth-grade students. The program is being piloted in

one high school this year and will be expanded if effective.

9. 'The FWISC established an evening training program for all

parents in the school district, which helps parents become

Freyenters of drug abuse in their own families. Parents

wnc have concerns about their children's abuse or potential

ao,-se or chemicals can attend this program. Parents develop

skills for handling such problems within their own families'.

Students are also allowed to attend with their parents.

St dents who are s.:spended from school for drug violations

and who attend .the alternativelrhools are required to

attend tnis program with their parents.

9. he rwIS: helped to estab_ 11_ s unity parent-peer support

groups to deal with the prevention of youthful drug abuse.

This,office is offerfng support to parent-peer groups

nodeled after the Dekalb,County, Georgia, parent-peer

program. Such groups meet with parents of children who

assoo.late socially. Thle parents support legislative

7 4
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change, set beraviaralnorms for their children, and support

one anotheranother in helping their children to bedrug free.

10. The FWISD places school representatives on cost local

community and governmental boards concerned with alcohol

and drug abuse reduction among students.

. The FWISD lave leadership to and participated in a community

collaboration of 60 agencies that, among other goals, are

working to prevent youthful dreg abuse.

12. The FWISD =proved and increased district curriculum which

is designed to reduce students' drug abuse.

13. The'Fw250 increased the mil= of bums to enforce school

'policy on alcohol and drug abuse. The school system's

court related office, which is responsible for enforce-

ment of vhool board policy including drug violations,

consists of two administrators, five school - police liaison

teams, a s-pervisor, and 35 campus monitors..

14. The FWISD revised school board policy on. alcohol and drug

an-se to establish mire deli to guidelums and erlfcmcsnert of such

policy. P.:pils wno use, carry, or possess mood-changing

dr-gs including alcohol are sub3ect to suspension and on

second offense in the same school year are suspended for

the remainder of the school year.

15. The rain establisned coordin in el.._rezz school to

communicate information on alcoholband drug abuse to

teacners.
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16. The FWISD developed a pamphlet on "What the Fort Worth

Independent School District is Doing About Drug Abuse."

This pamphlet gives parents information about resources

for helping to prevent and handle drug abuse problems.

The FWISD began a resource room lending library on drug

and alcohol information. Teachers can check out materials

for use in the classrooms or arrange for programs for

their students from school and community resources.

18. The FWISD released the program's administrator whenever

appropriate to lir with other school districts in improving

and alcohol abuse Prevention. The school system has

also nelperked with other school systems as a means of

mutuak program improvement.

:3. Fifty local trainers who can train others were trained.

These trainers do inservice programs throughout the school

district.

System-wide students' cases handled a our court related office

reduced 253 since initiating the national program in 1976

while the st.dent population has reduced la oala 9%. This data

elus the data ziaa above, which was gathered in specific circum-

stances, indicates a highly significant reduction in incidents of

li..a,anuse. The fellwing points can be made' bout the effective-

ness of the national Alcohol and Drug4Abuse Program in relation'te

tnis school system's experiences:

The national program has inspired and given leadership to

the FWISD which has resulted in the implementation of
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numerous multifaceted programs and activities designed

to help reduce alcohol and drug abuse among pupils.

2. The school system is at this time working vigorously to

maintain the kind of educational program that will reduce

Incidents of destructive drug and alcohol use by pupils.

3. Surveys and measurements of the effectiveness of_such

programs indicate that they are effective.

This school district supports the continuation of the, national

program for the following reasons:

I. The national progr has proven effective in this school

sy tem.

2. Th- national program is cost-effective.

4P
3. The n zonal program mediates easibir in the schools.

4. The national program focuses on local solutions to drug

and alcohol abuse problems.

5. The national program offers strong and effective follow-up
0

and technical assistance to participating schools.

6. while helping to reduce alcohol and drug abuse, this

netiortal progral helps the schools to become better in

terms of discipline and academic achievement.

Schbc1 systems know a lot about educating children but

sometimes little about alcohol and drug abuse preventimR,

' and L-terention. The national program has impressive

expert-se In both areas.
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8. The'?WISD still benefits from the technical assistance

and consultation of the national program.

9. School districts that have not had the benefit of help

from the national program need such help.

As a professional in the'fields of public school education and

substance abuse prevention, and as the director of the Port Worth

:ndependent School District substance abuse prevention program,

it is my opinion that no other program known to me is as cost-

effective, constructive, and essential as the Alcohol and Drug

'Education School Team Program. We want to urge the continuation

of this programsin its present form, so that alterations will not

oocur that could reduce the program's success. If funding for

this program is placed with other programl funding and this

program's continuation is left to the discretion of the states,

the program's effectiveness could be impaired or lost. Two million

dollars .s :._tie to spend to insuTe that this successful program

remains an optIon to our nation's schools.

Thank you.
e--

I
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Senator HUMPHREY Thank you, Mr Boyd.
Ms. Barrack??
Ms. BARRICK. Let me tell you just a little about my ba-c-k-

ground--
Senator HVIMPHREY Will you pull the microphone closer, please?
Ms BARRICK I became interested, and was given the position of

writing and implementing a drug education program for the school
system, in Nashville in 1972. There were 90,000 students enrolled
at that time in the public schools That was a big order for one
person to undertake

I wanted to speak to this issue because I think in contrast to the
school-team approach, I would like to tell you some of the things
that took place. The pilot program was successful, we worked with
Student peer leaders. However, at was 'very difficult to continue to
fund a program like that We did continue through National Sci-
ence Fouhdation grants to train teachers, so we went the route of
training individuals to work in a school setting. I think the bottom
line is that this was a very difficult task to accomplish We do not
change an organizational structure, we do not change a school
climate by chat ing a few people

In 1977, Nashville became involved with USED, at that time
USOE, region IV, and the school-team approach I think it might
be appropriate that you know my background, and know that I
have been involved with drug education from the grassroots leve

I would like to speak to four issues First, I would Iike to a
just a bit about the school-team approach, the impact of this ap-
proach on our system, some hard impact data, and lastly, I would
like to make a few recommendations

I came to testify before this committee today as an educator, a
parent, and a concerned citizen I am concerned about our society,
its behavior, and specifically the impact our society's behavior has
on the education of the youth in this country

L was asked to speak specifically to the issue of drug and alcohol
abuse prevention educatioh, specifically to the impact of the pro-
grams which our system has implemented, because of our affili-
ation with USED, region IV But drugtaking does not exist in a
vacuum It is woven into the psychological, sociological, and even
cultural fibers of our lives

If one could just remove the so-called drug problem, I fear our
problems would not be solved It has been determined that the
drug problemthat drugtaking is a-people problem, which stems
from a lack of somethingpeace of mind, acceptance by others, or
even self-acceptance, power, yes, even youth wish to have a certain
amount of control over their lives, self-esteem, or other emotional,
social, or psychological needs.

Globally, the UN claims that drug use may be threaten the
stability of the world Marihuana is now believed to be the No. 1
money crop in our country One-half of all accidents involves alco-
hol Suicide and accidents are the top causes of deaths-of teenagers.
Persons ls to 2 commit a large number of crimes Ose study has
shown that 14-year-olds commit a high percent of violent crimes.

The bottom line is that these people problem& must be the prob-
lems that educators and legislators address if we are going to
Improve our drug and alcohol-related dilemma, as well as school
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vandalism, assault on teachers, use of weapons, including firearms,
lack of goal orientation, and so forth.

Schools and society must focus-on-primary Prevention-and inter-
vention. After the fact of drug abuse it is too late for schools to
address that issue. They lack the skills and capacity to enter into
treatment. The school-team approach, in my estimation, is the

''\ most rational approach of getting, at those problems in a sch
setting that youth have, that cause them to use drugsto mini
their discomfort, or maximize their pleasures.

The approach is one which is based on the theory of or aniza-
tional development. Simply stated, schools, through th involve-
ment of the administrator with a team, make a sustain effort to
educate the whole child. That implies the child's intel tual, social
and emotional needs Outside pressures are now str ing cognitive
needs, maybe to the detriment of the child's whop being. Neither
does learning take place in a vacuum, but it is/nfluenced hy the
child's needs, motivations and goals. /

The school's team examines carefully what an ideal environment
would be, in order to help all children reach their highest poten-
tial, intellectually and emotionally, and to learn to cope with every
day stresses This, ladies and gentlemen, may not sound like drug
abuse prevention education, but yet ,when the team determines
priorities based upon needs, and be ns a slow process which can
help make the school environmen one that is safe, inviting, and
fosters academic and emotional hievement" this is the es-
sence of drug and alcohol preve ion education.

The school-team approach flexiblewe have already heard
that todayilk.allows schools to write their own prescriptions, and
the entire process can le4to changes in the total organizational
structure Changes, which/we must point clearly to, are those that
affect the interpersonal relationship of the whole staff Students
are the first to take note that there is mutual trust, open communi-
cation, and participatory clecisionmaking among the whole staff.
This relationship 'affects every student. Students' needs are top
priority, and soiR6 of the people problems which students have can
be dealt with. We have heard 'a hungry child cannot learn. The
Head Start program resultedirom that premise, and now we know
that a child disturbed becau of peer relations, academic failure,
or parents' conflict, cannot only not learn, but is vulnerable to
accept any available means-of coping, including the use of alcohol
and drugs/

As I v ew it, the school-team approach is to help schools find
those cationally and economically cost-effective ways to create a
clim'a which gets all students high on learning and living in a
plura istic society

I ill briefly summarize the program that we have had, and
tr: e the history of the programs in Nashville, and then, since you
h ye my written testimony, you may ask questions.kter.

We became involved in the fall of 1977. There were four schools,
ith five team members each.-All schools had an administrator,

four`other staff members, and one school happened to have a
parent on its team. The training was excellent. Our teams came
away from the training cycle excited about the fact that they could
probably make some changes in their school environment.
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At the end of that first yearan I
- not mention

programs. all the action plans were implemented, and we felt that
we had a very successful beginning

In 1978-79, we asked for continuation funding*.DufiTig the begin-
ning of that year, I would just like to allude to a few things that.

'happened. We had a new comprehensive high school with 1,800

students with which one of our school-teams wantedto share their
programs for drug abuse prevention

Region IV provided consultants to work with the faculties -ftom-
both schools for a 1 day workshop The program provided partici-
pants with an overview of the drug scene, and an orientation to the
school-team approach for the prevention' and reduction of drug and
alcohol abuse At the conclusion of the workshop. approximately 50
of the 100 faculty members of the new school were interested in
forming a school team A team was trained with, region IV's help.
The major focus of the team's efforts has been directed. toward a
student positive action team The student team has worked to
improve student relationships

Also, during that year, one other school was interested in impact-
ing the entire district We at that time had three districts in
Nashville With the help of region IV, we went through some
processes which I want to mention-because these are important to
the success of a school-team approach First of all, we lore able to
gain the support of the district superintendent The school team
approach will not work unless we have top management commit-
ment, and that means from the superintendent down to the admin-
istrator in the school Next, we planned a principal's orientation
workshop for the 15 schools we wished to impact At the conclusion
of the workshop one principal remarked to me, "I thought I was
just coming to another workshop, and spending 2 days away from

school But I have really been impressed, and I Cannot wait to get
to work

The spinoff from the principal's workshop was that 'we had 15
school teams, 5 members each, who were trained, during the
summer of 1979 We had expAded our program to include 15
schools. within a period of a year and a half after our initial
training Two of those schools were elementary schools.

I am going to go rather quickly, because I want to touch upon
some of the highlights of our programs From 1979 to the present,
we have expanded to include six elementary schools and seven
active secondary school teams We have three schools with student
peer tutoring and peer counseling teams I think there are some
things that you cannot communicate In writing you have to meet
the students. and talk with them, and know ho they feel about
the impact that they are having on their fellow classmates, in

order to really understand v41, the true impact is I think you
have to also walk into a school to get the feel of the climate, to
realize the impact of the school-team approach.

Other than the, peer counseling teams, we have developed a
community program This community program was definitely able
to develop because of our involvement with the USED region IV

It is strange but- true that a consultant who flies in with the
briefcase can do so much more to influence people to change, than
can those of us at home
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We had a community group made up of interested men and
women from the chamber of -commerce,. the Jewish League of
Women, the Junior League, and Mental and Health Centers, who
were asking what could be done to alleviate the. perceived drug and
alcohol problem in Nashville With the help of region IV consult-
ants, we were able to work through this problem and concern, and
today we have a youth forum, made up of about 50 parent volun-
teers, who are on call to work in our schools. Presently they are
facilitating paint- groups. The parent groups are the parents of
students who are 'going through a self-concept program at their
schools. This self-concept program is another part* our qetwork-
Ing system, that we have developed Rip-house, and Mid-Cumber-
land Council, which is a regional'drug and alcohol center, provide
the staff to go out and work With stUdents. We are very proud of
our community group, and' hope that they are going to serve us
well as an advocacy group Anpther prqgram that I wish to men-
tion is one that we call our pro-team program. This is definitely a
spinoff from the school-team approach. We have ibnut 128 or 129
schools in Nashville. Last year we began a pro-team -effort in every
one of those schools. All of our schools have formed a pro-team,
using the same model as the school-team approach. The principal
must be on the team, and four to five members of his staff. The
major focus of these pro-teams was to do a needs a-ssessment'inlhe
school, relative to planning in-service training, which is mandated
by our State The programs for in-service training would be
planned to meet the needs of the faculty and the students. Last
year all schools teams functioned, and the reports from the district
offices have been very wood.

We just last week met,, with these teams again, to make plans for-
the same process for the coming year I do not want to sound as if
these teams have all the expertise that our trained teams have, but
they have some superficial expertise which we hope can continue
to develop

Senator HUMPHREY Will you termit me to nudge you along?
Ms BARRICK I will just give you some data, and move along.
In one school, where we have had a peer counseling program,

since 1978, we had an overall decrease in suspensions of 67a per-
cent This datum is found in the written testimony We also had, in
that same school, a decrease of 93 percent in drug and alcohol
suspensions' The six active secondary schools, have had an increase
in attendance, roughly between 1 and 8 percent, since they have'.
been involved with the school-team approach. Our overall system
increase in attendance has been 0.7 percent. All of our peer coun-
seling teams have taken the Piers-Narris self-concept scale. A
random sampling of the same number of nontrained students also
responded to the same scale. Trained Students showed a more
positive self-concept with a 0.05 confidence level and t =3.75.

Do I have time fora couple of recommendations?
Senator HUMPHREY Sure, I guess that -is the most important

part
Ms. BARRICK. First of alll I know of no other approach that ,is

comparable to the ideology of theschool-team approach which, itis
really getting at the people problem.

82.
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.....: The second recommanddtion that I would make is, 14ipless to
management has given commitments to the region offices to

10..... become involved, I think they are really wasting time,and money. I
think this is very important. i ,

I would even suggest gaining the support of school super-
intendents, and andministratots who will be involved

My third recommendation has to dc, with evaluation It is diffii,
cult to evaluate these programs, and I think local school districts
need help We need guidance and direction in Ways 4o really show
that these programs do...riork

4Thank you
i [The following material was received for the record:]
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Abstract ?
The tietropolitan.Nashville Public Schools became involved with/the
School Team Apprbach to Prevent or Redute Alcohol and Drug Abuse, as
well as other forms'of self-destructive behavior in the fall of 197/.
The original four teams nave expanded to include twenty school teams.
Presently, thirteen teams are actively Involved with USED Region IV.
Six of these active teams are in elementary schools.

Programs and activities which have been implemented in the schools with
.teams peer tutoring and-counseling, a facultrfamily
retreat, stfdent- faculty jetreat, parenting workshops, sgiool pride
programs, Nam building, training of trainers, stress management,
communication, decision-making skills, training cycle for teams,
adm/nistrators' workshop, conflict resolution, and alternative programs.

Ouster activities have resulted in a Youtheorum which is an nttive
community group. Each school in the school system has fOrred a Pro-
Team. A networking system is beginning to function which includes'
resources fir community agencies. e

Evaluation data,dalthough not extensive, shos:i that attendance in the
secondary schools with teams has improved tore thAn bhe systemwide
attendance. In one of the original schools with a team where_a peer
counseling' program nas been active there has been a decrease'in overall
suspensions by 67.6 percent. . t

The.Nashville Cluster has top management's support for thetSchool Team
Approach.' Several recommendations are presented for consideration.

6
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The School Team Approach in Metropolitan Nasnville Public Schools

I Background Information

MetroOol.tan Public Sch ool. became invoked wit- tune United StAtes bffice of Education now

ESED) Sc'ool Team Approa.i/T.:3 Prevent or seduce Drag aid Alcomol Amuse in November, 1977.
Four teams, representing tmrce seco-dary so-tools and one ;ihior nigh scrool, became par-
ticipants the Initial training for the Smnool Team Approach. Each team was composed of
an administrator, one Tailarce counselor, and tree teachers, additionally one team had a
parent member. A coorui-ator of the program was also a participant with the four teams in*
me training c,ole.

The training c70.0 was planne4.,4pd ImRemented by the staff at Region IV JSED 'Pie format
for training an D.54SS on te eFalosojkical foo.ndation that drug aotbse is a "people problem"
and tea tne .np.eme-tat_on of th., tra.ling .cuid follow the organizational change process
The tea:1St; program fo-owed ar iFtehslap ten-day sc°edule. The final product, a plan of
action, for t-e fo.x sc-oo.s from ,.ash -l.e was produced for each school which Included a
needs accessmct, triorltization of heeds, ob;ecc.ves, activities to reach the identified-...--
on)ects,es, and ah evalbation of toe program.

II. Nature of Impact

1977-78

The four teams :Jere s.ccesfbl meet..g their commitment whack tne, establismed In
tnele action c. a-, t-e f.rst year Prgrame implemented included parenting workstcps
a.tertat-e i-ogr.,=, for ,t_Jcnt .its disco:mt.:, behaviors, orientation sessions for

toe faculL41., r.t :-t.cr.....-41....Andbratra-CtZEIZoLar --
special oorksmnpc for parents, teachers and students.

1478-79

Sc 1978A-te Closter applied for contl-luatio fundi.g with -SOE The foam

A "ow corpreners.re nign sccool's faculty aalrvited
by ore of m tea, s-arz o",(nservice program ..th facult, The pr ram had

been pla--el as a- to 0-0 arog c,.e -e and drag peey.-tion strategies

. Fifty p.croon: of taco., .....sated a strong dem:re to cave a school

team _SE: ob.,,,rt,C toe ir.(t.tor,-: of tn.c ne. team and toda. tne tea= 15 f'dhctsoning
well The =cot co...-t ftatore of team's approach is a Stadcnt Positive ACtion

Team of aboot f.ft, tra.neo stade-t..
4

Programs for t-e ,goicam;dor.-g 111(78-79 antIa.led tre tra.ning of tra.nerm 4drkshops,

deve.op.ng A pcer cro,71-1,, team tra.n.-g for tne new school team and other rt./ team
members, a retreat for students and a f co.ty team, an ar.cntat.on dlorK,11.p for fifteen

pelnc.pais, aid al,a--,d 'ear tri.ming. The ocexchop foe tie pr.ncipaic wad; in

preparat.on t71- a t:sa",,q cf,As f..r fifteen ocnool teams.

4
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1973-80

3

The fourool teams grew to fifteen in toe Masnville Cluster.' All teams, even the g
new ones functsoned, althoagn all were at,different levels of maturity. Three of tee
origanll senor,: team, eer, still involved and two elementary school teams nad been
added. See attacred*.tcs : which is a swrmar/ of aot.,.t.es fr'om tne teams, snowing
the namter of ,tudeets, parents. and students invol,ed with teas activities. It was
en exciting /ear for the cluster The Cluster ad top management's endorsement of the
program Cluster meetings were rally-like in Amosp-ere Two schools had begun peer
tutoring and counsel, -3 programs --4 reports aere excellent concerning the acceptance
of programs by facw.t.es, students, and parentaTs See Management Plan for 79 -BC
It 2.

During tre present /ear a strong new dimension has been added to the programs in
Nashville. Six e.mmentare teams nave been _n the process of being trained These
teams represent almost 1 » peroe-t of tIe facultlft of each scnool Some exciting
programs are in progress. Nost are focusing on improving facalt, relationships,
orgianizat.ona. cl.mate,'-aod an oullding.self concept for c.-Idren A pareet component
-1,111 help to re-e-..force wnet the sc-ool is do.ng for the students

Thesie elementary schools are committed to collect-ng data which will help to validate
the valae of `_Heir prtgrams Attacned :lem ::I is representative of one 'rind of
impact data trese schools are collecting Seven o! ;r elementary school) requested
help from oowever, tte in.t.al teas trai-ing had to De held for a later date

There ire prose" le seven Attlye teams among tic secondary smnools Peer .co,mselingi
tutoring itrDgra.D.5 are fol.'d three s s Peer* influence 13 of value

during ado .eseerce and t'ese programs -e received tne fa- cs , students And

parents wembers -f -nc-e peer gro.;s -are rendered valuable services to their sc0002
organizations a-d as doo.amertat.on the self concept of tIe peer counselor in
greatly en-Atte-1 Aesearon stows that tne tra.n.-g provided the students br.ngs sloo-t
Iscro,ed anales.a araico a.ia. %Irer actir.t,es .h lode motivation of students,
school pr.se programs, ants-da-ce pro:eots, and famulty.worssnops Wnicr, grow4oat of
needs assessments each sc000.

TheCommurit, rrnap

In Janar, 1379 a ars.r of .-terested and c_ corned parents, ed.iatois, c.,.c and soc.al
orgag.ran.ons , me-.31 .,g.,rs, and tne c.rec.or of t-e -'amber of
Commerce met .c dr.4 ard alto --1 problem am,ng toe is-ttof
A request was made', t-e Feg.on : for ga-dance and -apport After two /ears of
learning, .ra.-.-g, a-a grow.? t-ere is now a Youth scrum, wnio. is 3 groan of trained

16 volunteer;. 1p-aeers, .1.'+ }I 4a - f r d4ag anase pre v_ in trio commar,t, Trenenli,
triers are member, w'o Sr.' WCre.,1 tre parents of students a's are participating in a
scoot,: program to -.elf-esteem A Iona. drug treatment c-nter provides tne to-suits -te
for the student frograms rec.on 'I 71a,ed emarle role from tne tecInning bf this
pro;ect aorta. tats met witn s- -,meroas occas.en. and co-sultants lcd the
group, leol.A.-q staa.-ts, .r a or. tlenning4f,r _'arse :t rat'cr doubtful
that this orgy-.zat.o 4,1.1 ,Aie 1 -al 'd' been VortAXne credibility, encouragement,
and eseersise of tne ososu.tants ti Region l/ ,Stb

5
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As acme of our teams nave become somewhat rate _ere are persons who are capable of

assisting steer .ess mat-re teams. We are tring to b,ild a support afttem Principals in

the elementary cluster are ir,..t.ng "odd.- principal to participate in workshops so that ,

they can leer- more of tre team concept Peer counselors from one school have presented

programs to all secordary sc,00ls adm.n.strators and student representatives. The Stadert

Positive Action Team from a large comprehensive high scnool
presented a program to the

State Cuidance Assoc.at-or in 11.61.

The Community fo-tr For,m tas cond-cted programs for parerts ir. scrools, churches, and

other organ.sat.ons :coal oommunat, agerc.es includirg Rap souse, w.d-Crtherland Co-ncil,

and Famil, and ltrer Ser..ze are no, xre invoked with our p-hl .0 schools because of

triejo..in For-an These examp.es are represertative of our efforts to make use of all of

ournocal resources.

Admudistrative S...ppert

The Cirector cf Scnools, the Dlitrict : Superintendent,
and tne Directors of Secondary and.

Element...1r' Lc,catior tave s...pperted Sc . caorrept or drug educe:iv', as perceived by ',ZED At

to t'e Ssperinsendert and ..s statf have liven suppert tne activities

by rineir prese ce and on tre.r test.morles. For organizational development efforts in

public sc",ols to se suocessf-1 ft .5 necessary for the ieaders of a system, as ell as the

edmin,strators of scno.o.s to De invo.,ed and corm.tted. .1thout tkis top leadersnip

support teams are ...e.y to fold -p at toe first sign of unrest or outside pressure

Pag11,ams

A spin-ofd of tne Team 4,,,ac. was tne stemmode move to establisn Pro-Tearas 1-

all lug sctuso.s . rsrpisce tne formation of tnese teams was to

improve tne local dcnool p ofes,cna. staff icy ..t .nservice tra.ning proeramsaandated

by Um State and tne .oca. s:Ltem cr,entat.or for all principals was conducteliv

consu,tarta crov-ted tv : After use princisals1 3r.entation session. teams

were fcrmec at mac sonco. A.. tcamo rece.,eo training .mien prepared them to do schoo.

9
need's asses,merto, tr.or.t.es, -d.te ob:ect-ves, plan act.v.t.cs ard programs,

and eva. sate tne Aservire :Lrolra=a
,-reports to District Cff...ces have nerified tie success

of a boa., on;. i.ng to .cpacn a.? iC,,O1S v.t' a team approaon. Presently, teams are

being enc,otiragedtto ate pare- ts St tneir teams The purpose 1.5 to get more parental

involvement and s.pport '

V
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III. Statistical Data .

5

I. Attendance for the last two years for six of the secondary schools is shown below.The seventh ichoo. wh.ch .o.ased grades 7-12 has became a 7th and 8th grade school tillsyear and data would not be considered reliable:4

Percentage of Year lyitterriaiece in Schools With Teams

School yr. 1977-78 1978-79 1979-80 1880-81 !4th mo )

,loodlettsv.11e ,.3,-, 92.9 92.3 94.4 94

Whites Crees 91.1 91 7 91

Madison 'sigh 91.9 92.8 ..411,0 94

being Park 92.0. 92.7 95

Meige I' 0 84.8 86,,7 87

kast o 82.9 81.7 84

Sltire System 92.3 93.0

The above was prepared by the Attenclarce'.71,ision of Metropol.tan
Public Some. ls o- Marc:, 25. 1981

With the ex:e;t.o- stone school tre atte-dance has improved each of these schoolsfrom I to 3 perce-t since tne...r .10-, tot sonsol team approa :5 Sifstftwide.the Ittentiance for tne lame period has 1....br,ra.,e4 7 perceet

17 fejadlettsv...11e Scosol., o-e of the orig.nal teams. "as beet: able to innOlve toeirentire faculti Sr. programs for ..hprcv.-g t-e sc-oo. -mate help of SED afical,/fac....t.peer retrnat was neld as a State Parr '7 Peer:`,tor.-g andCounsel.,; program bra, t-e fa.: of .978 trco.-ht-tat.o- of the s.ocessfainessof the tear's efft-ts n tne red.ct.ors , avers.. epees.; -.s Alsonote in :ter 4 a- Cr.; ad related c.-pensio-s orcpred frx. .4 to 1 (or 93%1during t-.e ,ear 5",': tn leer prtgram started rnveral; "La5pc055,17 decreased by67 6t This .'-f3h- b. by toe Research and Evala.stior ;..art.he-t ofretropo..tan

IV. The School Team Approact-

.
Since the earl/ 19V's Several thr.sts have been directed tnwa;,:: drug abuse preventivf
First, It .as ttacn.ng tee faces wnuld deter the use and abuse dt drugs.When that metrod wan found s.nool prograhs begat to emerge that were impicpertel by
a trained drug educator d't wan soon d.scovered teat one or, two individuals co-l40ot
impact a student hod/ nor change the attitudes of a school's staff As more educators
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began to examine oiosoly the drug diler=a .t was determined-that drug abuse was only a
4 simptom of 'peoplc probILms- SC' or forms of st-dent disc-pr.:ye benavior could alio be

responses to problems 5.r. as poor self-esteem, family or scrhol con' s a sense of
powerlessness or poor 1-t,rpersohal ssills.

The Sc-vol Team kptroao- has as its ultimate target, helping students The tneoretical
concept of 5r4.1-.5atl,-.al deve-opmert .por nic-ltre School Tea i5..5351 Ls based is a
structured p.ar for c-anoe. cha,g, ttot can br.-g about at improved scr.ol climate whcon
can be IMIT-.1.1.11, bete! 1Cial 7-o the seeder to, trc sc-ool staff, and the community

The School Team Apt-I-sat, prov.lcs a s.pport group for the a....lnistrator, sexes decision-

making ere oart.c.cator,, satabilshes a format for solving problems and enables more Staff
and stud,-to to fee. 1- Lr t-e goa.s of tne scnool Programs a-d actiJittes
peg.: _o ae -oven .-tc toe f.atr of toe scnsol organizat.on. The School Team ApprOdC
emphasize, vs rea-sesamert of -eeds enables a scnocl staff to ae more
recept.ve to ota-ge eve-tualtf to be: a "self-rene..ng sonool' Staff trav-ing .5
an aPpOrta,t of 51-c Tcae. Approacr T'e tra.n.-g urclades those elements
of staff levt--opme- wncn -elts ed.oators to be more oonterned snout students and earn
otner.

V Reaommendatio-s

reoommendat.o-s are resented for /0../ ow::saderat.on

7flertat.e. for S.Ter.n;e-de-ts Ind :.rectors of School Syetms

ilk.
More too,-.-: hanageme-. for almanistiators of schools Tsraunung should i-elude
the concept tf deJe.opme-t.

3 ?rientat.on trograms or .or.;-cps for 5c-.o. Boards

4 The tra..--to of seseo. :elms sno.ld tree concept of organizatio---development
and the exami,atlo- ofh..aocleta. problem In general

% TaamV v..-- aaJe tee- fcr,d must be r.oported with tech:It-al assistance ofte- d.r.ng
the first tee rears : t be rer-emzered tat close teams mast function after
reg.lar so,00. assig- 1.t.es

!In.:415.5 be g...- to tre deve.oPoent of programs at the eleme-tari level, in
wh.o- ma.tators sea ;:are-t: are tot- ur...-o.Jed. PreVent.on of drub arose snould be

given to; 5.T,, re5ear5- supports the Sell.re of most treatment programs

The seot,dari s.-en . -mc.as.s -ro.ude pee; programs -Sic develop leadership
among the stude-ts St adents ca- become the *Chiapas' best resources

Publuo soho& s'sec-os aro arderstaffed in tte area of research and evaluation There

is a lacx bf data to :tow t-at rrograms for preJe-t.or %all/ reduce_or prevent alCohol
and d e n Abuse sarong r o-uehhat.on s that 7).e Zr and Atoo-o 1 km...se Act would

glJe a ..gn pr.or.-/ school si,..eMS ,0 estao..sn and mairtai- eval-at.on

tetan.Taes ac as educators need help order to doormen: with hard data the impact

of programs

. 4
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SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED BY THE '5 SCHOOLS WITH FORMAL
DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAMS

Item 1

August, 1979 - Mcy, 1980- Majority of Teams Reporting

Total Number of Activities Conduct.d

Total, Number of *Students Involved 15,826

Total Number of Teachers Involved 3,290

-Total Number of Administrators Involved 173

Total Number of Parents Involved 612

Total Number of Support Personnel involved 266

Types of ActIvities Conducted

Problem Solvirg: Tardiness
Problem Solve g. School Focilities

_Cliesite A...sea:nem
Gifted/Tolented Packets
Competency Testing for Parents
Group Courselirg Absenteeism, success/failurei life goo11
Positive Discipline'
Stereotypic,Beho-Pior
Classroom Self-A war ones
School Pride
Stress Management
Peer Counseling
Pommel Development E.

Havilo,Areold Conflicts
School Faculty Relationships
$lack History Assembly
Multicultural Aworerwas
Attendance
Developing Peer Counseling Manual
Advanced Training of Trainers Workshop
Siveknt Peer Tutoring Program
Student Training Cycle
Evaluation of Program - by Teachers
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586 V. 2 I tea 3

Lra_e eve- .szcni29

Specia- 4, or zerv-cs

:ATA COL:ECT-1NG A.PLS TO? SC:CC: TTAM ClC571:? PRO=CT

DIsauptic.:s ST =ICA:IC:. P2OC155
It'

let. Sac, Fell :'arch April May

%

ktrEmAscf
absenteeism rate 92% 92% 93%

-

rats of nexcused ihsenpes

TAMDISESS

to school
N

to class
2

t

:

.

:

DLICIPLINE RETERRALS .

for veibal aggression:
To Adults 5 1 6 3

To Students
a IC 12

0

for physical aggression;
To Adults : 0 -.:

To Students
2 ..!, - 5

'

for lack of preparecress for class
%.,_--______

.
.

.

.
.
. :

.

classroom disr-ption -9 11 e. 1:

t

for drug use 3 : : S

OISAUP:=N5 OCCI.A IN:

Classroom' 12

%-

I: _2 IC

hallway , - 1
0

-

cafeteria 2 9 c

playground 3 : -

scnool hus
!

e -. 2

RE/TARA:5

to Qffice/sdr-nisUation

to 3Z...7:ant_ .;,-k.: -res
. :

,

.

.

to outsize ages :

,

3 1 1

9,1
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- .

Sept.

.-

Jan. Feb. March April nay

-

DirmaNrEN7::s (C-scipline ?efferals)

saspenstons 3 C 0 0

.n-scnool transfers
0 : 4

intra-scnool transfers .

outside placererts .agencies)
: .

expulsions

spacial prc*ans 4itn_n scnocl
: 22 2:

PARENTAL :)-7.0.:.1.ZE:.7 WITH:

STMENTS:--
conferences re'!cre prsr.er-s) . 2

.

4,r-fere:%ter' a: ter lartr....emsie
.

te/ephdne _....:acts
3 .

'written cor_acts 0

specific 7.arers; -

IMF
other -0 : -7. '

SCHOOL:

special P.T.k. -eetlzs 'sl,

CAC CeetIng ,
2

LPA2 teet--; .

special tare-: ...:3.7'5-.:1,5 -

StUdY gr.'Dips ser._nars

SPECIAL NSTSS CR CS?Y.S)TS:.

i.

J
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NTER SUSPENSIONS BY REASON
Goodlettsvtlle Nigh School

REASON

Cuttlog_class_as4mble. homeroom
Truant

Iardv
aefusjog_to_ ohee_or take punishment

Disrespectful
Disturbance In class, hall, cafeteria

or bus , homeroom
rofano_or_indeeent Llogyage

Smoking
Pihting_yith students
Threatening_

Destructive_toproperty

Abusive to others

Srealing_from students
S4ealIng from celchers or school

Extortion
Possession and/or os. of drugs or

handne in possession paraphernalia

tor doina_so
.5.1111_,d4Las
Possession and /ot use of knife
Possession andfur use 0( ?treat.
Po.urigton and/or use of other

__Ntkonn.q1ke object

Attacks on trachets_
Attzrk nn admintstratorA
Possession anOor use_of
indecent exposure
Disruptive behavior

SeMloit aditIOLtPepub
(..ambling

LnsPecified

TOTAL

Alk

lteM

1977:78 1978-79 1979-80 Total

/0

6

o

r;, _t -

/1 7 /o 2_

se
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Senator HUMPHREY Thank you, Ms Barrick.
Mr. Kaufman"
Mr KAUFMAN Thank you, Senator Humphrey I am a little

sorry that Mr. Hays has left Perhaps some of your discussion will
get back to the point about block grant programs I certainly do
disagree with Mr Hays, including the evaluation.

I know what I face in our community, and when I see youngsters
who are being helped, then that is an evaluation for me

My testimony-4,1y purpose is to voice support with the reauthor:
ization of the Alcohol and Drug Education,Act, and to encourage

'funding, at least at the same $3 million level as is currently availa-
ble for the National Training Institute, and particularly because of
our needy experience with the National Training Institute at Al-
delphi University, I guess it is technically Region II of the Training
Resource Center of the U S. Department of Education
,There are three reasons that Bristol Township uses this re-

authorization of funding. The first reason is that the Institute's
program brings results in combating drug and alcohol abuse, and
other student behavior

The second reason is that the current pattern of team training,
and the results achieved at the local level are costeffeCtive. An
extremely important issue for these days.

The third reason is that we continue to need the services of the
-Institute

As to the first, getting results, it is absolutely the most effective
training program we have ever encountered-in our district There
is direct evidence of the effectiveness in the testimony. A couple of
examples

The late corners at one senior high school, used to spend time
ore sc oo wit exc anging money or aii Kinds of illicit sub-

stances, other kinds of disruptive behavior, breaking windows, were
formed into an Outreach program. We have experienced 100 per-
cent more time attendance, I do not need any better statistic than
that

The students are proud of the fact that they have already saved
the lives of two shutins 'Ny are also proud of their ability to
regionalize their efforts One of the goals that we are after since
the iniffitute's training

Anot}ier example is the senior success center, at one of our high
schools, involving 32 seniors in danger of not graduatingthere
were more than 32, but those were the only ones we were able to'
grab at this time We have 32 trainers So that the students who
earlier turned to drugs, not all of them were involved in drugs, but
many of m w , alcohol and vandalism, they are now motivat-
ed tosucce sc ool, and graduating with their class

iStill another example of major progress, to me, is that total
absence of smoking marihuana, vandalizing ._equipmetrt, and abus-
ing the personnel on a school bus These resuirimare directly attrib-
utable to the application of the newly learned skills from Adelphi
by the high school team All prior efforts to correct the situation
failed

Now.'the traditional thing that we do, we suspend, and eventual-
ly we expel. In addition to specific program implementation results,

I -
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there is Other evidence, at least in my view, of the effectiyeness of
the Ade 1phi school team approach in training

First of all, people who are trained, are still active in the pro-
gram in our schools We have never before experienced 100 percent
retention rate following any other training program

Second, we have' doubled the number of people on each team
Unlike the other testimony you have heard, we are relatively new
in this

Now, third, the board of education is so sinthpsiastic that they
have agreed to participate as trailltees themseolveS, the entire board,
that is another first.

Improving the board's ability to cope with multifaceted broad-
based problems' will impact directly on school and climate. Another

of our major goals
The second reason that I stated that the act should be reauthor-

ized and funded, not only has it produced results, it is cost-effec-

tive I offer it as a fact that our teams work well beyond the school -

day, they even work on weekends, and they share their expertise,
all withrout asking for, or receiving extra pay This is absolutely a
first in our recent history, and it has gone well beyond the hollow
effect This work behavior occurs even for those team members
who are in danger of being laid' off next year, and I have been

involved unfortunately, hundreds of layoffs over the last few
years.' with some concurrent rise in alcoholism and other things

Another cost-effective item is the field training for Ade 1phi We

do not always have to go to them Still another cost-effective aspect
invokes our effort to regionalize our efforts without additional cost
to the taxpayers, and with considerably more cost-effectiveness and

efficiency
The program gets results, because Dr Gerald Edwards, director

of the Ade 1phi Center, and his staff, have developed the most
comprehensive amalgam of theory and proVen practice from tbe
fields of psychOlogy, medicine and human development that exists
within our range of experience Ail members of the institute staff
work directly with the training program, and are all personally
involved regularly in the field, Including Dr Edwards

Also, because Dr Edwards and his team have proven to us, at
least, that they represent the highest level of professional perform-

ance as individuals, but more Importantly, as a powerful team
Being centralized at a training center reduces bureaucracy and

attendant redtape and expense Unlike what. we heard earlier
about centralizing, they are also cost-effective, because the institute
maintains a relationship with participants, without creating al feel-

ing of total' dependence
The third reason I stated for urging reauthorization of funding

concerns our need for the services We continue, for now, to meet
the training institutes at Adelphi, to expand our programs, and to
become truly indepeident in our efforts to cope with prevention
and intervention in drug,and alcohol abuse cases, and to create a
climate throughourour community, which will eventually rid us of
the ills and heartache that we see all around us

For each of these three reasons, the results, cost-effectiveness,
and continuing needs, Bristol Township urges the committee to
recommend a reauthorization of the Drug ucation Act, and fund-

5
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ing for the National Training Institute for at least the same $3
million that is currently available

We also urge the committee to recommend centralization of the
work at Ade 1phi 4.

Thank you
[The prepared statement of Mr Kaufran follows:)
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPORT OF REAUTHORIZATION

`OF THE ALCOHOL AND DRUG

EDUCATION ACT

Submitted by

Joseph S Kaufman
Superintendent
Bristol Township Schoo: District
806' Coates Avenue
Bristol, PennsyNani.i 19007
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nn Alcohpl sm and Drug APusc
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Testimony to be present d to the Senate Subcommittee on Alcoholism
and Drug Abuse on A rl 6, 1931 by Mr. Joaeph S. Kaufman, Superintendent
of Schools, Bristol wnship, Pennsylvania

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee
...

Thank you for the opportunity to testify before this committee and ,

to present you with a synopsis of Bristol Township School District's ex-
perience, involvement, and the outcomes to date, of ourrelationship with
the National Training Institute of AcieSphi University which is Region II
of the Resource and Training Center for the U.S. Department of Educatir.

Our involvement with the AdelphrUniversity National Training
Institute began in 1979 when we heard of the Institute through a citizen
of our community who directed us to the programs being conducted in it

Bergenfield, New Jersey, her home town. A committee of school board
directors, school administrators and citizens of Bristol. Township visited
Bergenfield to observe their programs. The visit and subsequent dis-
cussions led to the scheduling of a Board/Administrative Workshop held
during the summer of 1979 Dr. ,Ceratd Edwards, Director of the Adelohr ''
University Natrona! Training Institute, conducted a- workshop entitled, The

Prevention of Crude and Disruption and Alcohol and Drug Abuse in the
School'ar4i the Community " The workshop was.attended-by all Bristol
Township school administrators and members of the school board.

The promise for a new, result oriented, community-wide apprgich .

to prevention as well as intervention sparked high enthusiasm among rather
discouraged folks As a result, a dectsfon to seek funding from the
Actelpht University National Training Institute wag made by the Board '
during the summer of 1979. The proposal our school district submit ed
was formally,,approved and funding was granted on September 5, 19

In October, 1980, principals of three of the four schools wh4would
be sending staff members to the training program and I, attended a three

---4P-day leadership conference deirgned to make us aware of the training our
school staffs would receive during their ten day residential workshop.

The workshop for the twenty one members of the Bristol Township
District cluster was held from N'ovember 16 to NovernIxr 26, 1980 Our
cluster was Eomposed of four school teams of five members each. 1 he

teams wei e made up of twelve teachers and nseloi s, four administrators,

V Q
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two non-uniform. Township police officer's why are assigned to the

schools in the district, one Board member and one citizen of the Township.

A coordinator from the central office staff also attended. The participants

often worked froth 9 DO a rn. to approximately 11 00 p m or beyond each

day. The level of rnvolvemert was so intense that tat no time did I receive.

a 'complaintinomplat or a request to resign f "om the prog'ram.

The School Team Approach Training was Panimously evaluated

by all who attenetod as the rnst positive educational experience they have

ever had In both rrittcn and oral statements, each participant expressed

the idea that the ..en k_illop pi-o,i.-fed him her with new 'rear tools and

ideas with which to auproach school di4teict efforts td control.drug and

alcohol abuse and other anti s'3"icli behavior The individual and composite

evaluations arcsupt-urted by what is happening in pui school district

during tne intervening four months -The results hoe been consistently

positise . , t

viori

As a ',est:It of programs instituted by the school teams, we have '

seen a ;-,_,IiVe attitudinal change in adnanrstrators, teachers and students

There is a ,,ec:plible inipre.e ient in,classroom a.d school eliriat- at each

of the schools where National TreiningInstitute ...ni-gaigraiias have been ini-

plern,inti d, TeachiCrs are ciitlaibilion a new enthusiesil and are volukteering

to woe'. to help students during their free and unassigned time, without

additional pay a most UllUS'1 it occurrence

The chance in attitud, ...nd other re sults achieved, cony nee me

that adminstretor, teacher, and student burnout is being lessed.

Because of our drariatic success, other preyrams in the District are

picking up on the Institute's elude!, most notably, the Title I program

Another sign of success is that the trained teams to each of the

four schools has already ex,,, nded its me^iLershiFt by five new miatt_ers

who are b'ing trait-rd on site Again, the trainers and the nest pal tier-

pants volurit. or thei, time at no additional cost to the District or the

Institute

I would like to report on specific programs that have been iftst/tuted

as a reault of the Adelnlii Unit ersity National Training Institute school

Ica') training

-2-
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In the high .schc-ols, the techniques taught by the National Training
Institute stiff have been uses to

1. Develop a Senior Success Center designed pp help eliminate
\entor failures The center is now serving fifty one segior students who
have been identified as possible fai./toretl Thirty-two students are cting as
peer group tutors, and thirty six volunteer teachers. out of a staff 108f.

donate one hour of their unassigned (free)
104

time each week to supervise
e center- and help students

The identification of the need for this protect and the methods
lined to design and implelrient the program were made by adminiglrators,
teachers and students using the problem solving model learned at the
Adelphi University 'National Training Institute The priatect has succeeded
in fostering a more trusting attitude between students and teachers. It
has ha_tped improve the self image of students who are failing, and as a
result of that failure, i.ere turning to outside stimuli, including drugs,
alcohol and vandalism, as a rocang of venting their frustration. Although
the final statistics will not be available until the 'end of the academic ytear,
what has happened so far as. a result of this p.rogram, holds great promise
for success We expect th Senior Success Centeesio' become a permanent
par: of our high school tram at no addi:ional cost to the taxpayer,

tat
2. The Police School Liaison Officer, wito'is a non- uniformed

regular police,office.r assigned to the school by the Township Police,orce,
has begun a 041/44900-ounatelicig Prortham iii the SC h061 working with students

who are having nrobloms relating to the use of drugs. The .officer is
using techniques learned at the ten day residential workshop Prior to
training at the Adelpia Lniversity National Training Inststpte, all drug
counseling for students was done by outside agencies There was no
daily and constant monitorinj of the students' activities and progress as

1is now available because of this program. Our usual! proccdure for
handling druAand alcohol wens and Sellers was to'reprimand, counsel,
suspend, send to outside ac,encies and finally, expel. Carly intervention
is now- ci part of our treatment We hope to expand our efforts in a
massive prevention program with the help thb Institute. e

3 Members of the school team used the tecnniques learned at
the r s ty National Trtening lnst tute to end a chronic and

severe discipline prob!cm ono schdol Lire, that included the slier 1g of bus

0.
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seats by students, Ws burnt in the seats of the bus, students srvking
marijuana on the bus, and' students physically abusing the sclioolbuS
driver' All prior attempts to resolve the problem 'by traditional methods
of disCipline, including student detentions, sugpensions, parental con-
ferences and remover! of but privileges for some students had beer futile.
Shortly after their return from the ten day residential training, two
members of the school team took on the challenge They used their newly

learned skills to build a support' team,flif ten students chosen at random

, from st.dents on the busand to work with the bus driver. In the ten

weeks since they net with tk'e students and the driver there'have been
no di,sipt.ne ;,lode -ms, no N.andalism, and no smoking of marijuana. The

' atmosphere on - bus has changed dramatically, and the driver and the
studcnts are ma e rece.f.,tive tc the needs of each other

ti The chool team has worked with classroom teachers to helo

solve intliyidua lass prolems. 4n one cas., they used the techniques
learned ,-roy-,11 the training to help solve a racial problem between black

and hit: -tut:fronts 4n a girls' gym class The clan, of thirtyix stuclent,
were co., ,ta unv.illing to talc thic class, refused to faro.,
teacher directions, and a majority of students, both black and white, were
failit,j. 1,5y the' use of micro fish hi wling proLilEm solviny, tepk.her

,steident contracts and other innovative te_t-miques lea, lied the traininr,

tenter, two school team members effected positive change At this time,
alt racial strife has ceased, all the students are passing, and the tc,Che-

and students Piave developed a working measure of respect for each other.
The teacl.er and class continue to use toe problem solving procedures to
ensure compliance with their contract.

The same techriious have been used with ninth rjrade students
in an academic Et7glish class where students were acting out, causing them

to be put out of class.and being given detentions and suspensions In tn.

two PC.C.CS since the school t dm mcmhcrs worked with the teacher and t.te

class there have born no office referrals By,incrlosing trux.t and co
opc,ation arrioryt ,tocients, and staff, we expect tie school chriate to improve,

and th,i-efore sec a r c-luctif,n rn dru9 and alcohol abuse and other disruptive

trzha,,,tor

In the elementary school whose staff rlartiipated in the training,
the school team has developed a plan to staff a room as a guidance center

LI-
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with teacher v6lunteers. Nine teachers have volunteered their free time
to staff the 'room and to take additional training in counseling techniques.
This effort is our start 4o prevention. We need additional, intensive
team training fromthe Institide to spread this work into all ten elementary
schools. The future of our long -range ef?ort is dependent on broad scale
prevention activities

In the junior high, the staff is lust starting to develop new programs.
They ha/e involted students and other teachers. Junior high Oroblems are

1. always, the most difficult to resolve We have tried many different 'in-service
consultant's through the years. None holy the !Promise of achieving lasting
results to the extent offered by the Instit'Ute.

In our Tole I program, school team members have developed a. Parent
Advisory Group Think Tank. This group has effectively begun using the
problem yolving model to increase TA I parent participation in meetings
and conferences. Some. of our disadvantaged youngpters are particularly
suscublible to illjc.t enticements The Procedures 'fostered by the 'Institute
geneiate a total suppo.t-group feeling which encourages resistance to on
health/ hlti-welislurie eds.

knd last, our cc hoof district cluster has orestIlted a 1-worlishcp
on the Adelphi rsit/ %Alcoa! Traireng Institute prugr o tne Bucric

'Count/ Irtermecli.dc Unit Superintendent's Council which represents thirteco
s. hrf: disji rcts, The. mini -wog kshop was reeluestecl because: other school

districts heard ol the success of our new+ program Continuation of the
funding for the institute will allow team hricmhers to reeende advanced

training so that they can heln other school districts, and other community
groups Vital assistTce ts required of the Institute to reach our next
goal devti.iping al total coreunity commitmerit to the delivery of human
services

The question raised by this report of program success, is why is
the Nattorml Training Institute program effecti.ve'

es-

I behLve -that a maior reason for the success and ictiveness of
these newly irrp'cr irted programs'is the school team approach Partici
pants, after cotpleting the tcn dal residential t,aininy e developed a
feeling of co 4rnunity and soppo-t for othr r menbcrs of the scl no team.

This :Li community at'ows school tcam members to "dare" to try

\0
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innovative approaclies to problem identification and problem .s'lving
Knowing they have the support and the resources of other team members, 't
participants are less afraid of failure jp our district. that support team
quickly expanded beyond the original participants to include other adminis-
trators, teachers and students who are now involved in the new programs.

A second reason the school team training approach rs successful is

the .design of the ten day residential setting The &articipants are totally

immeised, without dSktraction, in. the content of workshop, allowing;

time for the development of needed skills, technicilues, knowdedge ind

attitude.

The training design aligned time for participants to (test and rtry
their newly leveed skills in the protected sutting- of the workshop with

the trailing staff acting as guides and offering positive criticism-and
encouragement. This afforded participants a confidence they would not
have on-AL-wise' possessed when they returned to their home schcaol setting

Also, all staff members of the Adelphi Uniersity National Training Institute
arc i,rrire-,;,ioriol They kw.y what they are doing and know howto do it

in an efficient -air: effective manner,

A, to our goals flei- the next few years

1 We expect that, in Bristol Township, the number of teachers,
a,enistrators, students astai parents, trained in the school team approach

--a...swill grow as the successes of tlt program become even better known

2 We etpeCt the new techniques, skills and knowledge to fester
the dcelcpmit of innovative and relevant programs that will be more
effiktive in prevehtingend inttrvening in the problems of youngsters than
the traditional m, ttiods now in use

3 We expect that administrat9rs, teachers, other staff, students

and citizens will tuild z!i supportive community through purpos'eful inter

action as defined by the skills and techniques fortered by the Institute

4 We expect that students who are experiencing meaningful
partici,,ation in a positivc atmosphere will be less 14kely to experience the
type of frustration that leads to chug and alcohol abuse and otber.drsruptve
behavior such as vandalizing school property, fighting, dropping out of
school and alfeiiiatin adults.

.
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In order to accomplish our goals,m Bristol Township, it is important
that the National Training Institute remains intact. We are ready to, enter
a second phase of our program Which involves training our own staff to
aet as trainers for other school personnel and the community. We need

the help of the National Training Institute Staff to provide the additional
advanced training needed for our participants so we may be self-sufficiebt
in expanding our program. 0

\_ Our experience has convinced us that this program.should be avail-
able to other school dricts The program as compreherrsive in that its
ethods not only are effective in dealing with drug and alcohol abu , but
also all other foam of disruptive and anti social behavior. It is cost

IIeffective as is evidenced by the of dollars LOat have already f..een

experienced in the few short months that progrSms have been in place in
Bristol Towriship. Use of the techniques and skills can mean a positive
change in school district andacommunity attitude

placed in Block Grants for the States. To do s would be to dilute the
We have concerns that the funding for t program should not be

eff ctiver.s.'that has been achieved through the National Training Institutes
The expertise, skill, ability and knowledge of the National Training Institute
staff is not mattned lay state personnel. The concentrPtion of the funds in
the National Training Institute permits yr, ner efficiency and effectiveness.
We also feel that it r.; necessary to continue the funding at least at its
present level of three million dollars.

In summary, I wish to thank thitNenate Subcommittee for considering
s .

Bristol Township's endorsement of continued funding for the National
Training Institute. We know the team approach is"effective and cost-

' efficient. We have a long way to go'befoie realizing our all goals.
It will regu.re the c.Orittinued professional assistance of the Institute for
the kind of progress we need tic) finally institutionalize the prevention of
unhealthy, destructive behavior among our young.

el
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Senator HUMPHREY Thank you, Mr. KaufmAn.
I am curious to know about how this thing works. We sort of

icircled this whole issue here. Bu,t just exactly What happens in the
schools, and what is the effect on ihe community as a whole`'

You talked about declines ip truancy, and other kiads of obnox- t

ious behavior, but is it necessarily correlated with the decline in
drug use`'

I assume in your schools it is principally marihuanrSo will you
tell me, Mr Boyd, ihow it works in Fort Worth' Just exactly what
these programs do

Mr BOYD AILI cfi.n tell you is--
Senator HUMT`'ffitEY How do you do it?
Mr BOYD SIT?
Senator HUMPHREY Whit happens out there'?
Mr BOYD. What happens?
Senator HUMPHREY. You train these teacherg, they come back,

what do tliey do`' These counselors'?
Mr BOYD' They come back with an action plan which may focus

on one or many things Let me give you-one.iristanz`e.
For example, this one school was .having a problem of fights in

the crowded halls of the high school. It was a high school that we
had to be careful with, because they were developing, ethnic prob-
lems They were about at a boiling point, dnd we were watching it
very carefkilly, and these fights in the halls were not helping the
mattgr.

We trained student teams, and the studenaeams -decided they
had a 'solution The student team wanted to draw a line down the
middle of the Call and, kids would walk the right side, and on the
other side of thei line pupils would walk in the other direction It

sounded too simple, but the4nade it work
They put a tape down middle of the hall. It stopped the

,

fighting Actually, what is going on is this. School teaming has
gotten so effective that we went out and trained more teams. We
train on weekends, twice a month In "1" high school we trained 13
teams They went back and implemented 13 action plans And the
same school trained 11 student teams which implemented 11 action
plans

Some of our student teams are meeting in the summer and
training Our school teams are trained at the outdopr learning
center, it is on the lake, it is booked up each month Teams are out
there drawing up those action plans, to bring about change in the
school All of them have some different approach to reducing drug
abuse and improving the schools

Let me give you an example I almost got into a dispute with a
board member, who id not understand this. The team put up
graffiti paper in the rest room because the girl were writing on
the walls They put up paper, and it seemed to solve thF problem
They cleaned up the language and wrote on the paper ,instead of
the walls That may sound irrelevant, to drug abuse prevention but
it is'not in that school.

I would not recommend this solution to another./school with
another set of conditions.Tach sch6o1 has its own unique problems
and, irritants and only the people on the scene are aware and
capable of identifying the problems and causes that an lead to

1 u5uk
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mor' extreme destructive behaviors such as drug abuse For exam-
pl , even in families with marital problems, counseling ofte'h re-
veals that unsuspecting minor irritants are causing larger prob-

and so it is with the schoolt. It is the often unnoticed irri- ,
tants that need to be dealt with and the people who are experienc-'
ing the irritants and problems are the best equipped for dealing
with them This is what the school team program does through its
action planning; improve those conditions that enhance the well-
being of everyone s.

Let me give you one example I went overwe were training
about 10 teams, I went over to one elementary. teacher, and they
were talking about the flower fund in the elementary school, and I
got exasperates but I did not let them know it. I wonflereti what
did this have to do with preventing destructive behaviors?

w I found out, for the. past 12 years the flowes Sand had not been
done equitably in that school, and people were mad They were not
working weil together, they did not have a sense of community,
and they could not solve any kind of problem.'-j3ut now they were
becoming a part of the solution.

Let me tell you what a school in. trouble looks like. In a troubled
school, the kids are disruptive, they may be using drugs, they are
doing a lot of negative things The teachers are closing the doors to
their classrooms, and showing a lack of responsibility and owner-
ship to all of...this Only doing their own thing, in their own room.
The principal is being inappropriately autocratic. Autocratic behav-
ior is fine in rhany instances, but'not when it reduces problem
solving to onQ person. Everyone has to bplp make the schools
better

What we are talking about here is how the school team progfam
helps to spread responsibility. A teacheF in Dallas said, "It I am
walking down the hall and I see a trash basket on fire, I will not
refuse-to put out the fire just because I am not a fireman."
Through the school team program the classroom doors are coming
open and the teachers are assuming responsibility for problem
solving in the whole school. The prancipal is learing to gust a lot .0

more people Five or six action plans may be operating in the
school, because there is trust. What is going on it 'the schools?
leachers and /students and members of the community are meeting
and taking action, to improve the school And ,that is why the
school team approach is sobxciting

1 think that what you see people doing in the schools where
there are school teams, is participapng in making the school
better. And. succeeding And that is where happiness/ comes in.
Through the success. Happiness is not in an idea, happiness is
when you are succeeding. And when you see happy schools you see
a reduction in drug abuse and other destrticttvebehaviors .

Did I answer your question?
Senator HUMPHREY Partially.
Mr. BOYD. Do you remember it?
Senator HUMPHREY Let me pursue it further.
Mr. BOYD. You aitIld me what they did in the schools?
Senator HUMPHITEt. Yes, but what is the essence of this thing9

You talk about action pla'ns, and routines, and training people,

'1OG
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what are they doing out there? What is the essence of the problem,
and how do you solve it?.

Do you want to take a crack at that, Ms. Barrick?
Ms. BARRICK. r see the whole process as being one that gets at

problems that are within the school setting, that a principal cannot
handle alone; neither can the teachers handle those problems indi-
widu4lly. There needs to be a 'meeting of the minds, and by the
processes that theiteams go thrdugh, and eventually most of the
faculty, the school staff becomes eble to relate fo each other in a
more caring manner. Teachers have problems as well as students,
and.at this particular time many educators feel that they are being
looked down upon, and are not held in the highest esteem.

I think the school team concept allows a faculty to look at the
problems within a faculty, within a school-setting that maybe do
notelate directly to the students. Then they begin to look at what;w
is wrong with the school, or what is right with the school, and how )
to make it better. Those are the kinds of things that take place.

If you look at item 1 included in my wri,ten testimony, there are
the,kinds o,I. activities' implemented in the scqools 'with

teams Some teams worked on solving tardy problems, and others
did a needs assessment They learned how to do ,A needs assessment
that involved every faculty member in that school. If everyone has
had a part in 'making the decisions about what will be done? they
are more likely to giye their support. Some other programs have

. worked on discipline probleMs All of us are aware that discipline
is the No 1 problem in. the public schools. Drug taking is the
second problem. They are very related. You cannot separate one
from the other I have mentioried,the peer counseling programs.,
The faculties have had Paculty-fafuily retreats, and we ye pro-
vided for training of trainers' workshops, hoping that we a& able
to provide training for others in Our system.

110fro have a few people, a cadre of trainers that co help us.
We have a problem, though, in getting these trainers rel sed from
school. Vie work in. conflict resolution.

One of the problems within our school system is.th-t court man-
date for desegregation that we have had placed upon us. We must,

each school, work toward multicultural education, for which our
teams are giving leadership in developing programs.

If I did not answer your questionif you will be more specific, I
will try again.

Senator HUMPHREY. I want to ask Mr. Kaufman; I am getting
the picture here, angle by angle. 1' .

Presumably in these schools, where your people have had the
benefits of training, at one of the regional -center's, you have an
Advantage that other schools -do eptlaave, which enables you to
solve your problems What, is that advantage? What is the prob-
lem?

It sounds to me like yoii are developing ways of communicating.
Is that the essence of it, providing positive activities?

Mr KAUFMAN. Absolutely, sir.
By getting very close, but the problem, as I face 'day by day,

somewhat more removed from the classroom than these folks, is .

that folks %rho are taking drugs, coming to'school somewhtit tipsy,
drinking, get into fights, whatever kinds of disruptiv havior, it
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is getting in +the way of learning. It is difficult to live that way each
day, most of us are sick and .tired, we want to do something about
it, and we want to get rid of it, if we can.

The usual way of getting rid of it is to throw the ki out of
school It does not work any more. We are not even a to do it
ar6 more There is much earlier intervention, because they know
how to do it. We did not know how to do it before.

We know how to getato a youngster, without intimidating him, or
throwing him out of the school, as our only }Weans We knovx how
to help One another, /to ,be, able to talk to the parents of this
youngster, who says we are picking on him. kle-is not the only one

How can we talk to each other without picking on each other?
The teams are learning. The institute is helpingto be learned.

I happen to have become a better educator with the exposure
that I have had They work directly in the'chool, that is .another
thing, not in the offices. They work with the folks who are facing
the problem. Thai is another, major difference, rather than direc-

/____tives being issued from my office, saying this is no good, get rid of
it

To me, the essence is that the teams have skills and Procedeures
and techniques that they use on a daily basis to attack the prob-
lems in the buildings.

Senator HUMPHREY What are these in the area of curbing drug
abuse Do you have anything involving reverse peer pressure, or
whatever' you call it?

Mr KAUFMAN. Yes, as an example, in a gym class where there is
ample opportunity for the exchange of drugs and other kinds of
things, where we had initially identified what we thoi,ight was a
racial conflict problem, girls' gym' class. Teams of that high school
utilized a variety of techniques that had been learned at Adglphi,
to bring the teacher, who thas suffering almost total breakdon in
that class, together, where they worked out a contract as to how
they were going tto live a little more happily together in that class

There has developed from that, j do not know what word to use,
snitchers, or hatever, where we have been able to find some of
the sellers in the building, directly coming from that experience,.
arid the youngsters do not look upon themselves as snitchers' That
is why I was ,looking for a word

I do not,knoW what it was They felt they were cotitributing as
'citizens, they wanted t4 get rid of it, and the racial conflict has
toned down They are dressing for class, they are goiQg to class,
and the drugs are not being passed in that locker room.

Sehator HUMPHREY .93 in other words, the regimal training
centers share some proven techniques in overcoming common prob-\
lems that schools have with youngsters?

Mr KAUFMAN. ?roven and practical They worts Ost.
Sepator HUMPH,REY. Why aren't these techniques recognized,)and

IGidery known`' Why is it necessary to have a Regional Center?
,Mr. KAUFMAN Because it. istoo separated! You take courses in

credits. You *.ge from one course to another, and there is no
Amount, as I spoke of, of the information that comes from the
different fields that impact on it This is the only instance of the
program that has made this kind of amalgam possible. It becomes
imbued in the, problem. It is part of the guts.
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Senator HUMPHREY Youfare a superintendent of schools. Are the
Institutions training teacher's nowadays beginning to incorporate
this kind of thing into, their basic curriculumW, 6 -

'Mr KAUFMAN. On a small and lfmited scale They are facing
some of the problp that we, are, ability to develop new programs

The amount of time that -they can 'devote to the so-called exten-
sion, or extensive training, is quite hinited, plus these folks-are pot
directly in the fields atthe time that they are receiving the train-._
ing v. .) aIii,$enator4 HUMPHREY Yes, hat about'the involvement of outside
groups, Jake service orga twins, parents, groups of concerned
parents`'' Do you incorporate anything like that, Mr Boyd')

-Mr BOYD. Yes,,,-3,ve'do, in every way we can, andonce again thal
is pretty complex ..

One thing,is,.itiqr particular State, our Governor is working
real hard on a progi'agrihat started dqwn in Florida, parents, peer
programs. I am sure,yoti heave heard orthat

1 am cooperating, frbm my office, on .that, going everywhere I
can, supporting it iiii every way passible One of the ways we do it,
though, is we wort on other kinds of problems: Our school district
is respopsive to our total community needs.

One thing we just did, in 'cooperation with 60-sdlbe agencies, we
targeted, on-on of the most poverty ridden black afeas in our city
We selected that area, and we are piloting a program where the
schools and, all (10, agencies cooperate, to see what we can do to
impact that area and help the school aged kids get. bac%,in-s 1

and- off drugs , .

I would like to make a remark, Senator: Humphrey, in rega to

some thearYi of why this works
I am not sure we know exactly why, but I think we can get close

Senator Humphrey, one reason people use drugs is -because they
cannot find a way to be happy any other way And happiness
seems to come from some kind of success, and from giving and
receiving love ,

Sometimes we make it hard for people to be successful in a
-t*onstruApve way We do not intend to sabotage people, but some-
times en our own philosophies are wrong because we say we will
make conditions tough so the people will be tough ' ,

What this program does, is it helps people find ways to be
successful in constructive ways When the pain_of frustration gets
too great, one might go out and find some other way to berhappy
even A self-destructive ways This program is seeking in a very ,---'.
happy, cooperative-way to make it easier for kids to find construc-
tive instead of deAtructive ways to cope with /life. Senator Hum-
phrey, I think the finest thing in the world, you could c1,5 would be;
to participate in the actual training and be they where's, pro-,
gram is operating in a school. .

'We all tried here today to help this prograni by explaining its
virtlies But the program is hard to explain. What we are talking
about is how to help student's or any one succeed over frustration
without resorting to seriously destructiv$ behayioy. It applies even
to you and me, Senator Humphrey For example, the daily frustra-
tion of driving to work and parking and dealing with staff When
the skill; for coping successIuly are not there then one might turn
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to the comfort of chemicals or other seductive and self-destructive
behatnors. ,

4But I am going to dd to what I said a little while ago, this
program provides sc people with an opportunity to sit down
together and estabr what you salt communication, but beyond
that to do this wonderfufle-xciting thing, of finding out that we can
succeed, and we can succeed tomorrow, and we can- believe in
ourselves deeply, and we can shth'e that success with others, and no
longer do teachers have to close their doors and just give up on
everything, while the kids go wild.

We have alnew basi in believing and sharinrgsponsibility
based on the success that ins right in that first training session.

foenatt5r HUMPHREY Than you. ...

Ms. Barrick, as the last question,Iltan you give me, or us,_some
,..a one or tw'o specific examples of the programs that you have imple-

mented as a result of what your counselors and teachers have
learned at these regional training centers? Specifically, in the
areaespecially, in the area of drug abuse.

We know there are a lot of allied ptoblems but do youhave
you set up programs specifically designed to try to persuade kids to
stay away from that stuff?

Ms BARRICK I probably will have to answer no, because research-
Supports the fact that programs that just use facts about drUgs will
not deter and will not change behavior. We had li consultant from
the Office'of Education with one of our peer counseling teams this
week, and these are some of the things thatshe found out and
dikussed with me The students ere talking with each other about
such problems as abortion, running awhy from home, even one
child has talked about suicide These are the kinds of problems
indirectly related .to drags Of course, peer counselors and tutors
are not trained to give advice. They are trained to listen and to
learn how to suggest alternatives, and to help persons deal with
their problems
Of course, they are also trained, that when it is a serious prob-'

lem, to seek help ,immediately When a student talks about prob-
lems that are serious, they are crying for help, so this is a form of
intervention, that I think has a wonderful chance of helping our
schools

I think we should not forget one thing. In our-.schools, our
greatest numb, rs 'in resources happen to be our students We

40
should use them, because as public education is receiving less and

funds, we need to use every available resource within out
1 setting. Sfudents.need the responsibility, and many of them

accept the responsibility of helping to make the school a better
place, thus hopefully drug free

One thing that we have not mentioned, that I think we should
mention is that we know drug abuse in, our society is escalating
When children 'come to school, the drug problem iv not left at

. home So that means that we in public education are having to
fight a lot, of variables from the community, and that exist within
our country
.Senato?,HumPHREY I quite agree, and I think you ought to be

complaining about that, because I do ntit think it is exclusively the
province of the schools to be fighting these battl --and it would be
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a mistake for trot' to try to do so, and that is why I am particularly
happy to see the emergence of so many of these parent ,groups
recently

Ms.gBARRIcii We feel very good about our parents' group
Senator HUMPHREY Well, thank you all for caning Your testi-

mony was very helpful. 4
We were listening carefully, and we will proceed on the basis of

what we have heard, and-other things, as well.
As a matter of fact, we would likeI would like to as this We

want to submit some further questions for the record, i we may
But what I would like pqrticularly, is a list of four or iv programs
that you have instituted as a result of the training that these
centers have provided your people The name of the program,-What
iedoes, what its results are, and so on I'

I think we are a little short of Chat kind 'of information at this
point.

'Ms. BARRICK Are you asking us to do that
Senator HUMPHREY Yes
Ms BARRICK In ona of our schools we have a program-
Senator HUMPHREY I am going to submit those in writing for

you,. reply, if you do not mind The record will remain open for 15
day for the submission of additional material, including informa-
tion specifivalty requested by the subcommittee during this morn-
ings he'artngs

The subcommittee stan adjourned subject to the call of the
Chair

Thank you .

[Whereupon, at 11 55 a m , the subcommittee adjourned, subject
to the call of the chair I 4
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